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NUMBER%

CAMPUS PLANS "HOMECOMING"
PANTHERS BOW
TO FLORIDA 19-7
The Florida A & M Rattlers put
a stop to Prairie View A & M
College's 16-game streak by downing the Panthers here Saturday
19-7 before a rain-soaked crowd
of 13,500.
Heavy Panther injuries had its
t oll on Prairie View's offensive
effort, while the Rattlers made
good with theirs with a fast
tricky backfield that really ac~
counted for the difference. The
teams were evenly matched in other
departments, both exhibiting stellar
defensive play.
It was Prairie View that got
off for an early scoring lead only three minutes in the first
quarter. Winfree Cooper, who
played a brilliant defensive game
(Continuerl on Page 8)
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Tl-I[ CAT'S OUT Or ' n,r BflG. LOOK our, RllTTLERS!
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DALLASITES GIVE $10,000
PRESIDENT EVANS AWARDED
TO SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION . I "The membe,s~~~~.~~!ing~J!~~sh expresa

Because of the vision and ph1lan- land service of the Brackms and Wil- , ers of America are very grateful
I
thropy of Mrs. Eloise Willis and her lis families to the city of Dallas to you for the excellent cooperan.,-11•
Shedrick Willis Jr. and to the State, President of !I tion and assistance you have given
son., .. J 1am
'
' p . . v·
D E B E
rairie 1ew, r . . . vans em- the organization and wish to exP rairie View A & M college is larttthat: "There
you
,. "-oi;; ...;·:,~ -llmPnt hv tw'l •tndel\'/. phasized
~f ~·
f
t is·h no
t· more
t 1press appreciation by, honoring
,,
+- .,
-,-1u J ,_,. ....,.
•
,
~ ./
" <'r.1,·e way ()
nf')J' n
u 1ng P v·th th<!' , h;~h, ;,t ,.e g ·· ,, ~ta ~"
Joan Grant and George Russell posterity than through assisting W. T. Spanton, Chief, Aglicultural
Bowdre, graduates of the Washing- young men and women to prepare Education Branch Department of
•ton Technical High School and Lin- themselves for worthwhile participa- Health, Education, and Welfare,
coin High School, respectively, of tion in society.
Office of Education, Washington
Dallas, Texas, were the first two
"Whatever measure of success our D. C..
students to receive benefits of the youth achieve, . it must be . realized
The words of commendation were
Charles T. and Katie B. Brackins through consc10us, unselfish and expressed in awarding Dr. E. B.
Scholarship Foundation established pur posefu! planning s~ch as the d?n- Evans, president of Prairie View
by Mrs. Willis and her son in tri- ors of this Scholarslup Foundation A & M College, the Honoroary
bute to her sister and brother-in-law. have evidenced.
Superior Farmer Degree at the 20th
:Mr s. Brackins, an Alumna of
"The provisions of the $10,000 National NFA Convention, SeptemPrairie View, whose career resulted Foundation endowment make mand- her 29, in the Municipal Auditorium,
fro m the College's teacher-ti·aining etory that Prairie View A & M Atlanta, Georgia.
program, was responsible for the Col!ege maintain an i_ntensi~e eduDr.
ans,. often r~ferred to as
Scholarship Foundation's stipulation cat1onal program which will con- "
n of science," with deep feelt hat the students who benefit there- tinue to. j~stify the confidenc; that
from must attend Prairie View A ~r.s. Willis and hehr Son-h m a?& M College- now in its 78th year d1hpn to others- ave s own m
a s a Land-grant, teacher-training their tangible expressive of faith
institution.
throughout the years of the instituIn commenting on the generosity tion's existence."

!

With the Homecoming season
near at hand, Prairieviewites are
donning their traditional excitement and gayness. Organizations,
departments and dormitories are
planning floats and many other
"spirited demonstrations" to enhance the traditional Homecoming
activities.
A crowd of 10,000 is expected to
gather on the "Hill" to make this
one of the most gala celebrations
held.
Among activities scheduled for
the weekend are included a bonfire, pep rally, alumni dance, Homecoming game (Texas Steers vs. P.
V. Panthers) and a general student
dance.
As a climax to the weekend of
events, the Local Alumni Club W11l
present its annual vesper program.

- -- -- 0'-----

to
to
you and the members of the New
Farmers of America my deepest appreciation for selecting me for this
CUd
signal honor."
"Our F'11h1
' • ent
s
The occasion marked the third in- I ris· and~u_ _5 _eniol'
rs, are real..,
,
,
. tanct' w;thin tl~ l-'''-;,~ i w
•
.:r,,
• ·
during which President Eva ,
s: aents said after witnessing the Sunreceived outsta~1ding recog.fffion, day activities of the Senior Cadet
having received The Hoblitzell Ach- Corp.
ievement Award 1 1953, and one of
The Tropical worsted clad, erect
the Men of the1 Year Awards pre- Senior Cadet Officers escorted ladsented by the Progessive Farmer ies of their choices to the morning
Magazine for 1953.
chapel services. The officers and
Two other Prairie View personali- their ladies marched into the serties were honored on the same oc- vices in an impressive array and left
casion. They were J. R. Powell, I the service in a smooth running
'l'eacher-traier Agricultural Educa- 1"opposite aisle exit" formation.
tion who wa; awarded the Honor- I The Coeds were very honored to
ary 'superior Farmer certificate and Ibe escorted by such elegant gentlekey; and a Prairie View student, l men and future defenders of our
K H Malone Jr mentioned in an- I country.
other. article whi~h appears on this
Congratulations to our cadet ofpage.
ficers. Keep up the good showing.
_ ____
_____
_ _ _ _ ____ -·- -

·Officers
Attend

I

I

K. H. Malone Wins National Award
Once again, Praire View has been
"tops" at a national level. On September 29, unior Agriculture maor,
K. H. Malone, Jr. from Huntsville,
Texas, was presented with New
Farmers of America at the National Convention which met in Atlanta Georgia.
When young Malone entered high
school, his father was serving as
county agent of Waller County, Texas, and did not have time to operate the 250-acre farm that he owned. He suggested that the boy operate the farm as his supervised
farming program in vocational agriculture, and Junior quickly agreed
to the plan. He got into the dairy
business by purchasing Jersey heifer calves and growing them into
producing daily cows. He soon developed a herd of 55 milking -cows
and began selling "Grade A" milk.
When he graduated from high school
in 1952, he already had sold $10,500
worth of dairy products and received
$795 for the sale of dairy cattle.
"K", as young Malone is called
by his friends, was ambitious for a
good education and Prairie View

was located only 70 miles f~om his
home. He therefore developed a
plan to operate the dairy farm with
hired labor and for the past two
years has made an outstanding record as a student of Agriculture at
the college. While attending college full-time in 1952, he still wa s
able to realize a net profit of $4,412.00 from his farming operatians.
Recently, heand his wife pur chased
180 acres of land near his father 's
farm where they plan to build a
new home as soon as he gr a duates
from college. Young Malone spends
week-ends and holidays at his dairy
farm and his father assists in the
general supervision of the far m
operations while he is at the col•
lege.
K. H., Jr., has had an interesting
experience in leadership. He served
as president of thelocal, federation,
and state NFA organizations. In
1951, he served as National First
Vice-President of the New Farmers
of America.
The Panther salutes "K" as being
"tops" in the science of a griculture.
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PRESIDENT E . B. EVANS was
a wa rded an Honorary Degree recentl y by t he 20t h N ational N FA,
in Atlant a, Georgia.
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JUNIOR CLASS HOLDS FIRST
MEETING
The class of '56 held its first
meeting October 21 under the presidency of Ervin P erry. A repr esentative number of juniors attended
the meeting and received information of importance concerning the
year's activities. Business discussed
included program for the year and
.~.'""""""'""""---::::::::::::;Blll!!r---~the Jr. _ Sr Prom. All persons atAlthough the t heme for Rehg1ou
Week has ~ot bee_n re
.
. t ed th e responsi·b·1·t
BROTHE RHOOD
1sh ad suitable
ten dmg
accep
1 i Y leased as yet ' the P ant her Staff feels that
. •
• •
led f
og boosting the activities of the and fi tting t heme fo r any occasion. Rehg1ous E mphasis 1s se e u
or
class.
Nov. 28-Dec. 2.

I
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HIGHLIGHTER

Coed Highlighter

alute to the fair city of HousTHE PA. 'THER "highlights" one
ton, for its contribution to our cam- of its fellow-students, the ever poppu --our female highlighter, Davet- 1nlar, wonderfully voiced, Loston
ta Callie . Dav tta is a graduate l{ •
of the George Washington Carver' an~ ·
.
.
·t A th
I
High School and is readily recogni- 1 Loston hails from Poi
r ur,
zed 011 our campus by the beautiful T~_-a , an? is a graduate of ~he
voice he so graciously lends to the Lrncoln High School of that city.
n,any activities on the campus.
Since being on the campus, he has
Davetta is an active member of I been 0~1e of our_ most ac_tive studen_ts. I
the Le,; Belles Lettres, President of
Ile 1s a senior Business A~mm- I
!lfu Alpha Sigma. a member of the is~ration major_ and Social Science I •
Club 26, Women's Choir, College mmor; an active member of the
LOIS, E. PLATT, Junior, English
Choir and has traveled extrensively Y. ~r. C. A.; Student Welfare Com- I major from Denison, Texas, edits
with the ~Jen's Choir as guest solo- mittee; Radio Club; and the Barons the PANTHER for the new school
ist.
of Innovation. Among all these year.
Our Coed Highlighter is a Music thi~s, Loston has st!ll found time , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - major and an Education minor. Her to ""'become the Regimental Comhobbies include listening to music, mander or Cadet Colonel of our
reading, dancing and "most sports;" ROTC.
.
.
.
.
j
her ambition-to see a ShakesperHis hobbies mclude l1stenmg to I
ean drama presented by a well- music and reading poetry. After
known cast.
completing his army career, Loston
By W. L. Cash, Jr.
After graduation, Davetta plans to plans to become a dealer in real
further her study in Music.
estate.
The Man Who Knows

Hints On Library · MILITARY NEWS..The graduating Cade-ts of 1055
Conduct
will be the last be commissioned

as Second Lieutenants under the
former Infantry branch which has
As you prol>ably know, a library existed at Prairie View since 1943.
functioning as an institution in any
During the past eleven years 303
organized gociety has as its purpos- Cadets have been commissioned as
es-to serve a: a material center, Second Lieutenants, Infantry, in the
service center, teaching center, and United States Army.
a reading center. In order for it to
The beginning of the present
function efficiently, it must have school year constitued a change in
cooperation from the personnel i~ is I the Military Curriculum at Prairie
to serve. That means you particu- 1View A & M College. This new curlarly, student:-.
riculum is known as General ROTC.
When coming to the W. R. Banks , Under the new setup, commissions
lib1·ary, always ask yourself this as Second Lieutenants will be given
question, "am I coming for the pur- in Artillery, Armor, Quartermaster,
pose of Socializing or to secure in- Corps, Transporation Corps, Adjustformation ?" To be of help to fel- ant General Corps, Military Seclow students in their subjects, this urity Corps, Engineer, Finance, Milquestion must be answered correctly. itary Intelligence, Military Police,
The reference room is used main- Medical Service, Ordinance, Chemly for securing materials and in- ical, Signal Corps and Infantry.
formation to aid one concerning
The third year cadets presently
one's subjects and for reading, not enrolled in ROTC will be the first to
for whispering and loud, boisterous graduate under this new curriculum.
Where He Is Going
unnecessary talking. The circulation
The graduating cadets of 1956
There are but two ways of shap- desk and serials are use! for secur- will have the forunate opportunity
•
ing your career: One is to drift with ing books and magazines only. So of making selections for a branch
when you see a friend of yours at of service which is most closely asthe tide; the other is to have a defi- work at either of these desks don't sociated with their major field and
A total of 14 states (including are America, of course, and Africa. nite goal-to steer straight for the hesitate to speak or ask information, consequently for which they are
Texas) and two continents are re- William T. Bruce, sophomore, hails mark on the farther shore. ~he do not hold a detailed conversation best suited.
presented in the Prairie View stu- !r0 m Monro~i~, Liberia; a nd Dan- world makes way for the maD who that can be held at sore other time.
The Military staff consists seven
1~1 · Nwadiei, _a g~aduate stud~nt, knows where he is going, but it jos- These hits will work effectively up- officers and eight noncommissioned
dent body during this term.
Leading the out-of-state students hsts home as Nigena, WeS t Africa. 1ties the dreamer and the .!.,tter to stairs in the Reserve room, also.
officers. These officers have a comin terms of numbers in the Boomer"
0
. the sidelines.
~ your attitude to- I This is not saying that you are bined total of 167 years of active
state (Oklahoma) with seven; folwar?s ~he ,-~sent m?~ent, your guilty, but just keep these hints in duty in the Armed Service. This
1 reahza
lowed
by
from the "Flowery"
.
.
of its poss1b1ltes, whch mind and we as students can help alone assures the cadets of receiving
t t
(Fl five
1
Music with. a "beat" . 1s re ent- cou
· t h e f'1gh t t h an any our hbrary
.
'
. purposes.
'
· ·
·
sa e
ori·d a ) , th ree f rom th e
more
m
carry
out its
the proper Mi1·1tary trammg
t h at IS
"Creole" state (Louisiana), and two lessly returnmg to nationa1 popgue indefinite imagination about
necessary to be commissioned as
from the "Bear" state (Arkansas). ularity. Evi?enc~ of _th e fac~ incl I the f~ture. Be thorough. The first
Second Lieutenants upon graduation.
One student each represents the es the steadily w1denmg aud1en or i step towards the rewards of indusLIBRARY CLUB ORGANIZED
By name and according to indivifollowing states: the "Old Line" azz, rhy th m a nd blues-an t~e try is to do the work immediately at
L'
Cl b dual service, the Military staff memThe W. R. Banks 1brary
u , bers are: Maj. Frank M. Christmas,
(Marylar>~), "Centennial" (Color- g-rowt h Of th e mamb O !-w ch lS hand with all your might. And remade up of Library Science majors 14 years,· Capt. Thomas I. Caines,
ado); ·"central Kansas); "Badger" rea II Y t a k.mg th e d ay.
b th'
• If
mem er is:
and minors, industry students, and 20 years; Capt. Isaiah A. McCoy,
(Wisconsin); " tton" (Alabama);
The mambo itse
, you
"Cracker" (Geor a); "~Jd North" basically a rhythm from
An ounce of determination applied part-time employee students, met in
C
Al h
C
· to to a specific purpose is worth a ton the Library Science classroom the Jr.,
13½ years;years;
apt. Capt.
P o:ri,so •
(North Carolina ·•'Black 'n[ater" Some of the slaves introd ed it
Mor tgomery,
6
(Nebraska),·
!•Bullion" Mis- Cuba and it became ingled with \of genius, which is all latent capa- first Wednesday in October for the
i.
·
l
d
purpose
of
electing
officers
for
the
O.
t.: ~Rii;ent, 5 Y
......11,ii,l--UI
-u, .. r..
•
••
• , , ~
,
·•
•
,e ntua s an city, without tharacter or ambition.
liem J. Stoty, 11 years;;,•--""
1/Lt.
Wil1
. t representec1 -. .. ,· e
school year. The following officers liam u. Corbett, 4 years; M/Sgt.
·1ne two con t mens
s that took Place 1·n the
Jung es f Cua.
-----"0---were elected:
.
Presidentr-George R. Bowdre
James W. Morris, 18 years; M/Sgt. •
became
d
f
LIBRARY CLUB TO HOLD
The mambo
mo i ied
Artis Stewart, 8½years; M/Sgt.
BOOK BAZAAR
through the centurief in Cuba, and
Vice Presidentr-Tommie Dabney
came to the U. S. about seven years
Secretary (Recording) - Eddie Robert B. Watson, 13 years; Sfc.
"Let's Read" will be the theme
Herbert H. Edison, 15 years; Sfc.
th
of a Book Bazaar to be held at ago, oug~ its main rise has been
Thompson
Martin L. Garrett, 7 years; Sgt.
the past two years · What i's
Secretary
the W. R. Banks Library on Sun- \"!'thin
.,
Jackson (Financial) - Lillian Matthew L. Crummedyo, 13 years;
day, November 14, 1954, from 2:30 making it even more successful is
S t A Z H 11 814
S t
h
. t'ion f th e Jazz
·
Treasurer-Servilla Bratcher
g ·
·D. Webster,
·
a ' 11½
·- years;
to 4:30 P. M. Attractive displays t e com b ma
eIemen t
Purvis
years. g ·
and book programs are being ar- with the mambo, the main element
Business Manager-Mervin Perry
-----0>----ranged in celebration of National which is rhythm, and in the mambo
Chaplain-Annie M. Cole
H
l'tl E C
M
N G !
O- - I- - Book Weck, November 14_20.
it is very strong and makes for good
Wh
'th
h
Reporter-Marilyn Canty
-O- - - O
B
dance music. Because it is a great
at wi
a 11 t e practicing go"Here's hoping for a successful WACO STUDENTS ORGANIZE
ook Bazaars are held through- exhibition dance, everybody who ing on by the drill team, band, ma- year," says President Bowdre.
out the U. S. un_der the sponsors~ip dances it is a star, and if for no orettes, and general student body,
----~O'----The P. V.-Waco Club held its
of local edu~ational groups, :"'1th more than this one reason, I'll pre- the only words to describe the reinitial meeting October 6, 1954, with
the cooperation of the Amencan er t th t M b O . h
t O ta
sultant products of these activties
JOURNALISM CLASS
a large number attending. Twelve
Book Publishers' Council,
the, .ic
a
am
is ere
s y.
is, "P. v. p!Rns to "show off" tonew students were welcomed into
American Bookseller Association, I portant to bring good books to the day when the Panthers meet the
ORGANIZED
the ranks-Mildred Branch, Donne
and the Children's Book Council. attention of the public and to en- Rattlers on Blackshear Field at 2
Students of English 303 partici- Lee, Joyce Pordia, Raydell Bicks,
This bazaar is being sponsored by courage reading by persons of all p. m.
pated in the organization of a new I Evelyn Hooks, Archie Mannings,
the Student Library Club under 1..ges. The Book Bazaar is designed
campus club Monday, October 25. Edna B. Collins, James McLennon,
the capable guidance of the com- to do this, and we hope ,that every
The drill team, headed this year The Journalism Club, headed by I Harold White, Theresa Hackworth,
plete staff.
person will support this worth- by Roy Atkins, is planning another John Simmons, will work in con- Carolyn Wells and Loretta Young.
Everyone knows that it is im- while activity.
of its breath-taking performances junction with the Panther staff
Officers for the year include Joe
for spectators at the "game of the and the class itself. Increased in- I Mucker, President; Billy Touchtone,
''ear."
I
•
s
J
terest and knowledge in newspaper . vice-president; Maurice Harns, ecGeneral feeling around campus is activities and general publication retary; Algertha King, Ass's Secy;
BY FRANKLIN J. MEINE
that too much cannot be done to activities are predicted to be out-j and Dinah Young, Treasurer.
,...,..~,1-~-•.
1
1
Editor, American Peoplti Encyclopedia
make this one of our biggest attrac- ccmes of the Journalism Club ac- 1
-----'O·----tions for years to come.
tivities.
H O M E C O M I N G
By .1\1. Whitaker

I

I

I

The Counselor's
Column
I

I
I

Pv Stlldent BOdy Represents
14 States, TWO COntlnents

Music For Millions

~

y

pantherJand

To Show Off
For Spectators

°

I

I

THINGS TO TALK ABOUT

'>'''\~(/,
i]

~
~
~
About 25 tnilhon pcr.50!15 -or close to one
out of ever11 siK PfflOnS 1~1"1e U.,,ted State:;participatal in ihe harve~+ of wildltf-e 1116t
year.;f$'Thi!> inc.ludes both lu,!11qar,d 1ishinq.

~n

INDIAN LA1lOR£R5 IN BOMIYIY PMS l!OWl.~ OF
CONCRET£ ft«lM IWIDTO HAND IN COWSlllKTIOII
Of MOl>E~N A1'11Rl'MEHT tl\JIL0IHGS. °'6 EIICH
BOWL TAKE5 A800T 8 SECONDS 1'0 REACll 1!1E

TOP,()1,1 THE. ,a.VERA4E, ANO 15 lllEN l'f\';,SED
DOWN BY A SECOND LINE Of WOR.K~.

The band led by Mr. L. Bowden
has been heard and used by many
reluctant arisers as pleasant and
cheery awakener for many days.
They tell us that the night rehearsals of the majorettes have
produced more intricate steps and
baton whirlagigs than the crowd of
spectators will be able to follow during half-time at the game.
Add to the new uniforms of
the girls' precision team-boots,
shorts and all-and their show-stopping steps, and you have a spectacular array- of football highlights (in
addition to the game, of course)
which will delight ,any crowd.

POLICEMEN IN ALL C.ITIE5 OVER
10,000 WORKED AN AVERAGE
OF 48 HOURS PEit WEEK.

The general student body, in its
own way, will give he Floridians
&omething pleasant remember by
way of typical P. V. and Texas hospitality.

EXAMINE YOUR PV FAMILY TREE
Take a look into the family tree-all its branches-and see
what position you hold now, as a student enrolled in Prairie
View, in the structure of the 78-year-old Academic line.
Did either of your parents attend this institution? Did
your grandparents or great-grandparents (and there's a possibility that one of them could have) attend on "the hill"?
After carefully examining the family history and determining the position in the line which you hold, please send the information to the ALUMNI NEWS, Box 2817, Campus.
Of course, having pictures of the members which make up
the PV Tree in your family will be of more interest and of greater pictorial value ,to the publication. Try to supply pictures, if
possible.
At one time, the "Grandchildren's Club" was active on the
campus, and the membership (made up of students whose parents or grandparents had at one time attended or graduated
from the institution) was surprisingly large.
Who knows? Perhaps such an organization will be formed
again.
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PANTHER

RELIGIOUS
ACTIVITIES

~CEPT VOU, AN'{FK.E, MASTE
F DISGUISE!!-THAT SLOPP

NO~EOl="U
WERl=.A

LOOSE. DANDRU

The Sunday School lessons this
month have been centered around
the experiences of Job. The subject
of last Sunday's lesson was, "God's
Answer to Man's Perplexity." Lesson Aim for the day: "Be still, and
know that I am God.
A very inspirational program was
'i)$
presented by the Junior-Senior class.
~.~
r,"
;;;:.;_I•\ ~
Participants on the program were:
\ G
@•l?
ll
Davatta Callies, Francis Black, Los/ G ~ Y HAIR SPOILING YOUR LOOKS? KEEP IT NEAT WITHOUT 6REASE *WITH WILDROOT CREAM-OIL~
ton Harris, Richard Price and Kenneth Hunt.
Morning Worship Services have
been planned with several guest
speakers scheduled to appear. Sunday, October 10, a very timely mesThe Future Teachers of America, sage was brought to the students
one of the foremost student organiza- by Mr. J. D. Rawls, instructor in
The commencement performance
If you are stared at, what sort of
of the Prairie View College Choir
tions on campus and an organization the Department of Economics. His
stare do you usually meet? Is it
has
resulted
in
an
invitation
for
message, "The Principle of Return,"
The Business Administration Decontemptuous or curious or is it in which preparations for the future
partment is again off to a success- the group to perform off campus. admiring ? If the first, change your are made realistic, begins its year gained a very satisfactory response
-<'rom the audience. The principle
ful start with Dr. S. A. Arnold as It seems that a spectator at the behavior; if the second, wear more
of activities with an invitation to ~hat 'one shall reap whatever he
commencement
exercises
last
May
head.
conventional clothes and make-up; all students planning on entering the sows' was stressed.
This department carries an extra- revealed one of the programs to the if the third, you may be left as you
teaching profession.
The Vesper program was preordinarily large portion of the to- superintendent of schools in MagJoe Mucker, head of the organiza- sented by the Senior Class. As a
tal enrollment of the institution. To nolia, Texas. The superintendent are.
Don't be this type of person. No tion, plans a year of successful substitute for the original program
be more specific, there are three was impressed by the numbers renhundred and seventy students in dered by the choir and as a result matter what the fashion of the mo- events with the cooperation of Arts planned, the class presented a very
has invited the choir to appear on ment may be, you are too elaborate and Sciences students who have a informative program of facts about
this department.
program in Magnolia in the near , for the occasion, and you have ac- definite interest in preparing for campus organizations from. re~reThere are visible indications that
1
future.
1cessories out of harmony with the the problems they . will definitely! sentatives of the organizations
these students are "well togged for
A
request
has
been
acknowledged
dress
and
the
wearer.
encounter upon entrance in the field. themselves.
.
.
.
hard work." The grea£est portion
All persons interested in obtainPrayer Meetmg, which is held
of them seemingly have very def- and accepted for the choir to app~~r I A well dressed g!rl at coll:ge
inite goals in view which they are ir. transcribed broadcast over Radio wears her clothes to fit the occasion. ing membership may contact the I every Tuesday nigh~, becomes more
Station KPRC, and affiliated sta- Suits of tweeds, or other useful wool president, Joe Mucker on or before and more stimulating each Tuesdetermined to reach.
I
A strong determination plus an tion of the National Broadcasting materials are very useful with sev- November 4 and pay the regular <lay.
Students are encouraged to parefficient staff can prove to be a Company, at 11:15 A. M. every Sat- eral sweater blouses of varying membership dues of two dollars,
valuable asset to these young peo- urday. The group will be assisted weights. You will find that tweed or ($2.00) which entitles them to tic!p~te in ~n~. or more of these
by the Women's Glee Club and the serge skirts give better service than publications and current material rehg1ous activities each -week.
ple.
the knit skirt. Have neatly made from the state and national level.
Several new instructors have been Men's Glee Club.
-----'O'----The 1954-55 freshmen class con- dresses to wear either to class or
added to this staff. They are: Mrs.
As a means of acquainting stuH o M E c o M I N G
Gera1dine King, M. B. A. Univer- tributed many new female soloists chapel on Sundays.
dents with the organization, a vesWell bred college girls do not wear per program will be presented on
sity of Chicago; Mrs. Florentine to the Music Department. Dr. Von
- - - - - 01- - - - Goodlett, M. B. A. University of Charlton, has great hopes in each too many jewels in public places be- 0ctober 31.
Gifts for all occasions; Free gift
cause it displays poor taste.
Chicago; and Mr. Broodus Sawyer, soloist for the future.
wrap and delivery in Waller County
M. B. A. University of PennsylO----Keep your hair well groomed,
at Culbersons,
H OM ECO MING
vania. Residence requirements toOPEN LETTER FROM THE
neatly brushed, combed, and clean.
ALUMNI
uttl -Ph. D. have ':ieen comJJleted
Hats or caps, thougb unusual on
To: All campus clubs and organiby Mr. Sawyer.
the
campus, depend upon your
zations
clothes
and you. The PV cap is apFrom: The Local Alumni Club
HOMECOMING
propriate
for the casual wear on the
The Local Alumni Club invites
----01----you to participate in the Home- campus. When going to chapel, alcoming Activities. For this occa- ways wear a hat. Do not wear a hat
sion we suggest floats or decorat- with evening dress because it is very
ed vehicles for the parade on incorrect.
Gloves are to be worn for warmth
The Prairie View Debating Socie- Blackshear Field preceding the
ty held its initial meeting October game; display panels, decorated when it's cold and other gloves are
11, in the Student Lounge of the &ections of the campus grounds and always worn to church.
Recreation Center. Approximately featured exhibits in windows of
Wear casual shoes to classes and
40 persons attended theh meeting buildings throughout the campus. wear your stilt heels in the evening,
and participated in singing, game
We would like to see all of the if you like, but don't walk about the
playing and general acquaintance dormitory organizations participate campus in silly shoes. Be sure that
with Debate activities.
fully by placing exhibits on or near shoes, stockings, and socks are neat.dighligh,t s of the evening were re- their building. These displays on ly worn.
marks on the winning of the trophy or near the dormitories will keep
A mask can never take the place
at Southern University last year by the spirit alive until the parade of a face. If cosmetics are to add to
Yvonne Ransom and a presentation starts.
beauty, they must be worn mildly.
of the "general benefits of deatThe purpose of each project unThe young ladies look very attracing for a student" by Harold Blow. dertaken will be the promotion of tive with the new style of blouse
Recordings of practice debate ses- good will and one way of extend- (the boyish blouse), worn with solsions are played for the entertain- ing welcome to our visitors and id color skirts.
ment of "new" persons and for the friends.
The Bermuda look is the knee
recalling of pleasant memories for
N O general theme is recom- length pants, and knee length socks
"old" members.
mended by us except that of the to match. The young men look very
Tremendous interest was display- occasion itself, which is "Home- becoming with the Bermuda look.
ed on the part of both the students coming."
At the Dallas Fair, all co-eds were
and coaches, thus indicating another
Please contact Oliver E. Smith appropriately dressed. The colors
year of success for the forensic at 205 Animal Industries Building, mainly worn were charcoal grey and
society.
phone 91-R3 or mail your entry the new orange. The box-suit is still
in the parade or otherwise on the the fashion suit along with the full
JUNIORS PRESENT VESPER sheet provided; or you may contact skirt and fitted top coat worn by
PROGRAM
Mr. L. C. Collins at 207 Old Ag. college co-eds. The colors worn
Persons attending the Vesper Building, or phone 48-R6.
mainly by the men were charcoal
Hour Sunday, October 24, received
We are asking each club and grey and charcoal brown. The pink
an informative
and entertaining organization to build and display shirt seems to be very popular
treat while listening to a program the project that will represent i~ among the men on our campus.
sponsored by the Junior Class. best. Let us build floats that are
Let me congratulate you on your
Negro Spiritual Review, an hour more highly mobile than in the grand selection of colors worn for.
sonsisting of the presentation of past, and let us do more to our the PY-Wiley game. All were apwell known Negro spirituals and decorated cars than just enough propriately dressed and represented
the narration of the varied moods to get them in the parade. The well dressed college men and wothe songs exemplify, was written standards of the entries will be no men.
and narrated by Juniors and pre- higher than those of the clubs and
This is your fashion reporter, Rose
sented by Freshmen, Sophomores, organizations represented.
Marie Bennett saying, LOOK AND
Juniors and Seniors.
Each entry will be judged by the ACT YOUR BEST AT ALL TIMES.
b£st talent that we can secure lo-----01----BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY 8Y
Use our layaway on 100% wool cally. Will notify you later contoppers and coats and suits $18.95 cerning the route of the parade,
New Fall shipment hats, purses,
BRENHAM COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
up at Culbersons of Hempstead.
belts, gloves and costume jewelry
time, etc.
..Coke" is o registered trade-mark.
@ 1953, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
-----0'----The Committee on Homecoming to brighten up any combination at
H OM ECO Ml NG!
Parade and Campus Decoration Culbersons of Hempstead.

You Never Know
Business
Administration
Who's Watching
Off To Good Start

FASHION
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WE BE?

Here's to the Prairie View fre. hman, sophomore, junior,
enior, grad or special student, faculty or personnel member l
Here's to each individual who con ·iders himself a part of the
Prairie View College community!
How did YOU feel when the "Panthers" won the Wiley-PV
Clas ic? How did you feel when the "Panthers" were proclaimed
National Champs la t year? How do you feel when Prairie
View is continuously represented in an extxrxaordinary manner? Sure you feel very proud to be a part of a winning body.
You say, ,:We won; WE'RE the greate t and WE know it!"
Maybe that's how you "feel," but do you "show" it? A first
glance at the PV student body during a "pep rally" and spectators at a football game, would certainly convince one that both
these participants were victims of coerced restraint and /or in
twmplete awe and ignorance of the activities occurring 'round
them..
Could be that this is just "your" way of showing school
spirit, but this is also "YOUR" school "your" chance to "show"
actively how _proud you are of it, and "your" chance to expel
that vast amount of energy that you just must have hidden
away somewhere; BUT where is it?
PE':-P RALLY '', THE- BAND ANO
AT TJ-lt "P~PLt.SS
There's nothing wrong with being modest, but there is
CHttRL~AD~RS RAL LIE-D WJ-11 LE- THE- STUDE-N TBODY
omething wrong with having NO SCHOOL SPIRIT.
OALUE-D•
Of course, we know that you would not dare be guilty of
this heinous crime. Yes, we know it; but nobody else does.
Opinions
It appears that we want something for nothing-we want
a winning team; and we want to contribute noth~ng to its winCampus
By MARTHA ANN HENRY
social actions and mental responses.
ning. Not even a decent YEA, TEAM! !
(Submittered to the PANTHER upon
In spite of this being an all-girl
(Note: Please don't read only one request, this article which you are camp, we managed to have fun. We
It's aobut time that we PV-ites show some moral support
to our teams-football, basketball, track, debating, baseball, of these articles; read both!- Ed) about to read' is unaltered. What had beach parties several nights
Continuously from day to day, we could an Editor do to improve it? where we cooked our food on the
all of them-and the sooner we begin the better.
hear
the tinkling of the hammers·; Or better still, what would an Editor sand dunes overlooking a moonH OW'S ABOUT BEGINNING TO SHOW SOME SCHOOL
we feel the vibration of the drills; do to it which would not spoil an lit Lake Michigan. The next time
SPIRIT TODAY? RIGHT NOW!
intangible something which only the you're on a beach party, try putting
and we see the operation of the ce- author who lived through the ex- a toasted marsmellow between two
------0-----ment mixer as wehearits "Put-i-putt- perience could describe?
graham crackers and a piece of
-Editor)
chocolate. This is called a "somore."
EDUCATION ???
i'" song. Does this bother us? It
This summer, I attended Camp It's called by this appropriate name
By Doris Malone
shouldn't, because all of these sounds
and vibrations are for just two pur- Miniwanca at Shelby, Michigan. The for the simple reason that after
What is education?
\ pose-both of which are for the Camp is sponsored by the American you've finished one, you want "some
This is a question that has been raised countless times in ~rairie View~ites; the purposes be- Youth Foundation. William Dan- more."
At Camp, we also found out how
forth, Director of the Foundation,
the miT\ns of J"<lany parents and students across the nation.
mg to beautify th e campus and to
1s president of Ralston-Purina mucl1 fun we could have with -eacb
•
•
·
.
make it more comfortable.
a~cording to Webster, "Education is the knowledge, skill,
other. One night, we had "The MinThe sounds should sound as music. Chows.
I
spent
two
of
the
most
gloriwanca Theater;" each group preand development gained through instruction and training."
The vibrations we feel should only
ious weeks of my life with over ~ented a skit. This year, the skits
give
us
rhythm.
We
should
"time"
The child psychology books generally describe education
6500 girls from every state in were based on musical hits such
as the process which changes untrained, illiterate children into our statements to more pleasing the union. Canada, South Korea, as: THE STUDENT PRINCE!,
ones as the workers are so diligentlY,
useful, responsible adults with the skills and equipment neces- accomplishing their task.
Japan, Demark, and Hawaii had OKLAHOMA! and SOUTH PACIsary for living with others.
"The Hill" will soon be even more campers too. I was there in Aug- FIC. Another night, we gathered
beautiful
and inviting and the over- ust, therefore, it seems unbeliev- by the fireplace and listened to cerSome informal sources of receiving an education are the
able to me (a Texan) that I slept tain of the mor e talented campers
home, church, radio, television, movies, books, newspapers and crowded conditions will become les- under two blankets and almost play hte violin, piano, and a sexs.ened.
many more.
froze! One night, the mercury tette sang.
dropped to 45 degrees.
The Editor asked me to write
Therefore, education begins at birth and continues through
Even though camp provided loads about my t rip, and I haven't even
life, including everything that happens throughout life-in
The campus is quite a sight to see
of fun, it also had an equal share of t old you about the morning we
other words, it is a lifetime proce s.
these days with all the holes and work. I had five classes each day. claimed "Old Baldy" to watch the
Somewhere along the process , one becomes, according to ditches to fall into still open. The Perhaps you are wondering what sun rise. Why I haven't even told
ocrates, "One among those who manage well the circumstanc- students have made dirt trails from kind of classes I attended? I had you about the t ime I broad-umped
es which are encountered day by day and possesses a judgment one public building to the other- a course in "Life and Teachings of at the track meet (held each year),
which is accurate
meeting occas ions as they arise."
the kinds the Indians used in the Jesus;" "Group and Chorus Lead- and jumped in the wrong pit. I
ership" and other courses designed haven't told you about the girls,
early settelment of our country. The
to help to develop one's capacities themselves. But I have told enough
rail sitters, the girls' pet peeve, socially, mentally, physically and to let you know that Miniwanca is
Published monthly in the interest of a Greater Prairie View A. & M. harly have anywhere to sit now. This religiously. The last four things sum a place that is unforgettable, if for
College. The PANTHER serves as ~he voice of the Students of Panther- is one reason for the young lad- up the purpose of Miniwanca; they no other reason than its physical
land.
ies' contentment with the appear- believe that for one to be a well- beauty.
adjusted individual one must be
Once you have visited it. you are
ance of the campus.
equally balanced in health, religion, never the same again.
A MEMBER OF THE INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS
The looks of the campus on the
Editor-in-Chief · •· ··· ···· ·
······· ···· ···· Lois E. Platt immediate South side of the dinAssociate Editor ..... .. . . . .... ...... .........
(To be elected) ing hall can easily be compared
News Editors
Doris F. Malone, Marie Johnson, Margaret with that of the city dump yard.
"One of the most enoyable, in- derits from colleges all over the
Carreathers, Doris Freeman, Ella M James, Booker Hogan, Jr., Fred The church benches were removed
spiring,
profitable, wonderful sum- United States including such well
D. Choice, Eldora Baker
from the "Senior Garden," so that mers I've spent in my whole life" known institutions as Harvard,
Fashion Editor ........ ..
............. ,.. ... .. ...... ................... Rose M. Bennett it looks much better.
is how Jimmie Phillip described her Swarthmore, Pomona and others
Sports Editor ..
.. . .. . . . . ....... ........
S. A. Anderson
As beautiful as Suarez and Alex- summer experience. Jimmie is a made up an Institutional Service
Business Manager .. ...
Adolph Hauntz
Photographer ...
.. .
Herbert DeRouen ander Halls are, their beauty has senior Sociology student. She did Unit sponsored by the American
Typists ...................... Fred Choice, Jimmy Lee Phillip, Doris Freeman, be.en temporarily marred by the new her Supervised Field Work which is Friends Service Committee. The
additions. The streets are all blocked required by her department, this group worked as Psychitaric Aides,
Earnie Lee Flowers, Margaret Carreathers
Circulation Manager .. ~ . ...
. .......................... (To be selected) and closed because of ditcnes and JJast summer in the Arizona State working directly with the mental
Hospital for the Mentally Ill in patients. They worked the same
Lay-out Editor
Adolph Hauntz, Earnie Lee Flowers large piles of dirt.
Over
on
the
"front
side"
of
the
Phoenix,
Arizona.
hours and at the same rate of pay
Cartoonist .. ..... ....... J... .......
. .. James Clemons
campus (in the vicinity of Evans
When
asked
how
she
felt
workas the other employees of the
Feature Editors .. .. . . .. ....... .. ... ..
.•.. Lois Perkins, Shirley Fields,
Hall)
the
prairie
pa
t
of
tbis
estate
ing
with
"all
those
crazy
people"
hospital.
The group lived together
Bobbie jcholson, Booker Hogan
is
being
replaced
for
a
new
Exshe
will
quickly
tell
you
that
"the
cooperatively
out in the city.
General Manager .. . . .
.. A. C. Alexander
change Store. Hurrah I ! !
people with whom I worked and
She says that in most instances
In other words, the beauty of this rared for are not crazy, in the gen- the work was "far from easy, but
NATIO AL ADVERTISI G REPRESE TATIVE
Prairie View Camps, that has been eral sense of the word, they men- most gratifying and interesting."
National Advertising Servire
its asset for so many years, has tally ill individuals, many of whom The group worked hard but played
420 Madison Avenue, 1 ew York 17, N. Y.
been temporarily put away; but it are just like some students right on equally as hard. They planned and
is expected that in the near future this campus or people that we see participated in many recreational
Any news items or matters of interest to the PANTHER may be to be a place more beautiful than around any city or town in the activities like camping trips in the
presented to the office of Publication, 201 Adm. Building, or the Office any paradise, the home of the Pra- United States."
scenic Arizona mountains and canef the PA THER-B-6 Ad_m. Building-Phone 167.
irie View Family.
Jimmie along with 12 other stu( Continued on Page 5)
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The Les Belles Lettres Cultural
Club began its fall activity program with a discussion about the
paintings of four artists-Toulous
Latrec, Pablo Picasso, Vincent Van
Gogh and Paul Gauguin. Pearl E.
Sewell led the discussion, giving
this Nation is Founded; to Develop pointers on how to appreciate the
a More Thorough Knowledge of Citi- works of these artists. She used
zenship Rights and Responsibilities; slides and reproductions as illusto Inspire a. Deeper DevotiQJl to Cit- trative material.
izenship Obligations; to Encourage
Students attending the lecture inEver More Effective Participation eluded Nona Fisher, Claudette Nickens, Jean Williams, and Jimmie
in Citizenship Actvtes and to ProL. Phillips. Faculty members presmote a Spirit of Cooperation 9n the ent were Ella Cullins, sponsor of
Part of All Citizens-to these High the club, A u s ti n Greaux, Leon
Purposes, the National Conference Leonard, Marlene Lumas and Cecil
on Citizenship is Dedicated.
1 Powers.

port and Strengthen the Efforts of
the People in Maintaining the Blessings of Freedom and Justice and in
Protecting and Perpetuating the
Principles and Ideals upon which

(Continued from Page 4)
yons, tours and visits of interesting
points in the state, many picnics,
l'r'uch dancing and wholesome horseplay.
Jimmie feels that she found herself, professionally, this summer;
she says that "mental helath is our
most neglected attribute and one of
the most serious problems in the
world. It is sadder that death to see
from 5 to 10 people be admitted to
a mental institution twice a week
each week. There are in mental
hospitals today over 700,000 people,
about one out of every 200 Americans." She intends to further her
training toward becoming a Psychiatric Case Worker.
She spent 10 weeks in Phoenix
and the rest of the summer visiting
friends, relatives and taking in the
fabulous social life of San Francisco, California.
"It was great!"

NOVEMBER 6TH
All Alumni, Ex-Students
And Friends of PV
Are Expected to Return.
Pantherland Awaits All Of You!

----.~_,.......,,_,.....,._,.,........,_,_,_.....,..._,_,............-""""*""•""•-.-..,_,.......,...""""'~""""'"-""'-""'-"""""••""•""•""•""•,_•

EssoExtra

The state colleges of Texas, short
of h o u s i n g accommodations for
5,380 students this Fall, will face a
shortage of housing for 14,825 students in the next five years, according to a survey of presidents
of the 18 tax-supported institutions.
College presidents predict they
will b eshort of 7,960 units by next 1
year with the shortage growing
more critical annually.
The d emand for student housing
is on the upswing as the wave of
pre-World War II babies, and those
bo1·n during the war, are now moving into institutions of hi g h er
. . learning. Enrollment predictions by
va1·ious state agencies show colleges
can expect io double present enrollments within the next 10 years.
Most of the colleges are building
dormitories a n d apartments, f o r
married students, as fast as possible, rel ying almost exclusively on
reYenue bonds. However, they appar ently will be unable to keep up
with the p;rowing demand.
Short ages were reported as follows for the t•urrent school year:
Prairie View A & M, 300; Texas
A & 1\1, 300; Arlington State, 700;
East Te xa s State, none; Lamar
Tech, 200; North T exas State, 250;
Sam Houston State, 500; Southwest Texas Stat e, 325; Stephen F.
Austin State, 100; Sul Ross State,
80; Tarleton State, 50; Texas A &
I, 450; Texas Southern University,
550; Texas State College for Women, none; Texas Tech, 500; Texas
Western, 150; University of Texas,
700; West Texas State, 225.

SUMMER PROJECTS

COME HOME, "HOMECOMING"

I

PV And Other
Colleges Short
On Housing

----'0----
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LES BELLES

NHA Educator Attends Conference
Mrs. Lois B. Pendergraff, Teacher
Educator, for the New Homemakers of America, with Headquarters
at Prairie View A & M College, recently r eturned from the Ninth National Conference on Citizenship to
which she was a State representative for NHA.
Held at the Statler Hotel, Washington, D.C., September 15-17, the
Conference was sponsored in cooperation with the U.S. Department
of Justice, and the Nati6nal Education Association.
Acording to delegate Pendergraff,
"The Conference is a most worthwhile learning experience, and as a
result of my attending it, my efforts
to do a more effective job will be
re-doubled."
The purposes of the National Confe1·ence on Citizenship are: To Sup-
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gasoline is
first in the qualities
that give your car

Extra
Performance
Humble Esso Extra gasoline will give your car better performance
than any other gasoline you can use. - -

The only real test

Esso Extra is No. 1 for extra quick
starting. This saves gasoline.

Thus, you get better mileage
and more economical performance.

of gasoline quality
is P._erformance
.
ill your car

Esso Extra is No. 1 for extra antiknock. You get smoother, qui-

eter operation; your car requires mechanical work less
often; and you enjoy driving
it more.
Esso Extra is No. 1 lor extra power.

You get better, mote flexible

Plus a BONUS Additive. Both Esso

Extra and Humble Motor Fuel
( at regular price) contain a
patented petroleum solvent.
This patented additive keeps
,valves and combustion chambers extra clean, and it is effective in the prevention of ringzone deposits.

r.
FOOTBALL!

Enjoy Humble's
radio broadcasts of Southwest
Conference football games. On
TV, see Southwest Conference football on Humble's
Texas in Review. And be
Humble's TV guest at the
NCAA football telecasts
-live college football
every Saturday.

operation in traffic, an instant
response of power when you
need it on the highway. Extra
power sometimes means extra
safety.

See for yourself.
Enjoy the extra
performance that
only Esso Extra will
give your car. Fill up
at any Humble sign.
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HIGHLIGHTERS

Engineering Graduates "Make Good" PV -ITES WITH
Prairie View has always been a leader in its teacher-training program. In addition to the program in teacher education,
a fast growing area of the college is that of Engineering.
Students who have graduated from Prairie View's School
of Engineering are doing well in various capacities. For example:
In August, 1953, Alfred A. Samuel E. Brown, the only grad
Allen, received his B.S. Degree of Prairie View who has received a

I

here at Prairie View and is now employed at White Sands Proving
Grounds, Los Cruces, New Mexico.
He is employed as an Instrument
Engineer, whose duty is to design,
test and operate instruments used at
the proving ground.
George E. Kelley, who received his
B.S. Degree in Electrical Engineering, August, 1953, decided to further his technical training and is
now attending the University of
Texas where he will receive his M.S.
in Electrical Engineering this year.
Frank Delley, a graduate of the
School of Architectural Engineering,
was commissioned 2nd Lt. USAR,
Janua1·y, 1954, and is now at Camp
Gorgon, Georgia.
Marvin Brotherton received his
B.S. Degree in Electrical Engineering January, 1954. He is now employed as an Electronic Engineer at
White Sands Proving Grounds, Los
Cruces, New Mexico.

B.S. Degree in Civil Engineering is
now employed with the Farnsworth
& Chamber Engineering Corp. as a
Construction Engineer in Houston,
Texas.
The Corps of Engineers, Milwaukee, Wisconsin is proud to have as
part of its staff, James L. Edmondson, who received a B.S. Degree
in Architectural Engineering, May,
1954. His principal duties include
the designing of Masonry Structures, Storm sewage designing and
drainage and finished grading plans.
The above named men are doing a
splendid job in accomplishing their
assigned tasks and by so doing are
receiving salaries indicative of their
work.
In this Atomic Age, technically
trained men are very much needed
and the School of Engineering here
at Prairie View is doing its utmost
to produce the highest number of
Engineers possible.

Orientation Held Educational Confab
For New Students Carded March 4

,.

The beginning of the second sePrairie View A & M College will
mester brought many new faces to hold its annual Educational Conthe campus-brand new freshmen, ference on March 4.
transfer students and others. In
This largest of all the scores of
order to assist these new students conferences and meetings held anin making adjustments on the cam- nually on the college campus points
pus, the department of Student Life up the institutions important .obheld orientation exercises on Mon- jectives of extending services to
day and Tuesday, January 24 and the public schools and communities
25.
of Texas. Started at Prairie View a
Dr. T. R. Solomon, Dean of Stu- quarter of a century ago, this comdents, presided over the general as- bination research-action project has
sembly program hel for new stu- given assistance to teachers and
dents eut· 1
o,;411f'll!l!l""'l"'lrn'1~'i:~,..,.i,li 'e'. y • r~y,p~t. vf Negro
Community Life throughout Texas.
m President Ev- Each year more than two thousand
ans; present..
, of Deans and persons converge on the campus
Directors and on explanation of for a major presentation in which
registration proce lure by Regis- all members of the college staff
trar L. C. l\Ic:\iillan. ,
.
take an active part.
Monday's activities '•lso included
This years conference will center
testing programs - 1'\ie English around the theme: "The Ideal ProPlacement Test and The American duct of the Texas Public School".
Psychological Examination - and The Conference procedure will repscheduled meetings with appropriate rcsen t a departure from previous
advisers. The Dean of Men and presentations of local staff memWomen met with respective groups bers and will feature instead a
in an evening session to discuss symposium led by several leaders
various aspeets of student housing. in public school education. A keyPhysical examinations were held note address by Dr. J. W. Edgar,
in the college hospital on the sec- State Commissioner of Education,
ond day along with taking photo- will highlight the conference and
graphs for identification and per- set the stage for review and reforming other duties connected with evaluation of the Minimum Foundathe registration procedure.
of the
0

SENIORS AND THEIR LADIES-This scene is a for
cry from th_e usual weat and grind to which these grid heroes are accustomed. emor Panther· are shown here with their guest at the annual
Football Banquet held for the squad are special guests on January- 21.
Couples showR from left to right are: Doris Scott and Johnny Price,

THE MILITARY

The following army officers were
1964 graduates of Prairie View:
2nd Lieutenants BURNIS L.
HALL, JR.; ISAAC D. JOHNSON;
JILES P. DANIELS; and WILLIE
L. JOHNSON.
Recently, all of the above graduated from the Infantry School's
basic infantry course at Ft. Benning, Georgia.
Designed for officers who have
not served with troops, the course
gave the lieutenants instruction in
the tasks and problems of infantry unit commanders.
Lt. HALL is a native of Houston,
26111h Anita street. His wife, La
Cradia, lives in Columbus, Georgia.
The son of Mrs. Lucille Henry,
Lt. JOHNSON (Isaac), lists home
as Route 1, Jefferson, Texas.
The wife of Lt. DANIELS-her
name is Evelyn-resides in Camden, Texas, while the Lieutenant's
mother, Mrs. Lucille Daniels, lives
on Route 2, Kilgore.
Lt. JOHNSON (Willie), son of
Mr. William Johnson, is a native of
Fairfield, Texas - Route 1. However, the Lieutenant's wife, Bettye
Jean, lives on Route 1, Groesbeck,
Texas.
Recently promoted to 1st Lt. was
James A. Malvern, '53 graduate.
Bebore entering the service, he was
student assistant to Mr. John C.
Rawls, prof. of Economics.
Lt. Malvern presently is "Information-Education
Officer" of
Combat Command "A" at Camp
Chaffee, Arkansas. He resides in
near by Fort Smith, Arkansas \\'1th
his wife( the former Kathryn Tucker of P. V. and graduate of Howard
University) and his daughter, ReIrina.
tion Agency.
President E. B. Evans will open
l e twent.,y~i_xth annua.\
nee
which is expected to draw the usual
two thousand visitors. Discussion
leaders will include Dr. Roy Hall,
associate director of the Cooperative Program in Educational Administration, University; Dr. John
E. Codwell, principal, Wheatley
High School, Houston; Dr. Frank
Hubert, director, Division of Standards, Texas Education Agency,
Austin; and Dr. Mortimer Brown,
Superintendent, El Paso Independent School District, El Paso.
Division topics will center around
the progress of Texas p u b l i c
schools under the minimum foundation laws enacted a few years ago.
In adition to a review of the goals
of the program, other aspects will
be discussed such as factors relative
(Continued on
ge 4)

MALE
'William "Tex" Clark, felt by all
IIV-ites to merit the title of AllAmerican" leads the campus this
hionth on the popularity poll. "Tex"
is a senior majoring in physical
education and minoring in elementary educ·ation, and to the sorrow
of e\'ery loyal PANTHER fan will
probably graduate this year.
Tex hails from Denton, Texas
where he graduated from Fred
Moore High School. While at PV,
he has won two sweaters, a jacket
and a plaque. He also won an outstanding award in 1952 at the TSUPV bowl Game. He was given honorable mention for the Southwest
Conference this year.
Clark plans to enter pro-football and later coach a high school
football team after he graduates.

USDA Officials
Hear Report Of
Farm Missionary
A score of U. S. Department of
Agriculture officials, who are working in programs designed to aid
under-developed countries, heard a
report recently on the agricultural
progress of Angola, West Africa,
by Samuel Cole, Congregationalist
agricultural missionary to that colony for more than 20 years.
The talk was accompanied by
slide films and an exhibit of plows,
hoes, axes, leathercraft, and other
materials and implements which
J\lr. Cole has taught the people of
several Angola communities to
make and use in improving their
farms and homes.
The mi!lsionary reported that he
has helped farmers to make hundred of plows and thousands of
hoes and axes. A foundry shop he
built su}>plies the metal parts for
these implements.
Mr. Cole'· new program calls for
maki ng- riding plows to help increase agricultural production in
that region. He is taking back with
him next spring molds for casting
wheel hubs, axles, and other parts
for these plows.
In order to equip himself to be
more helpful to the Angolans, Mr.
Cole has taken special courses at
Cornell University and elsewhere
in foundry operation, leathercraft,
and other crafts and processes, including brick and tile making.
A nati\'e of Tilden, Ala., Mr. Cole
is a graduate of Snow Hill Institute, Snow Hill, Ala., and Talladega
College. He first went to Angola as
a missionary more than 20 years
ago under the aus · s of the Con-

Dynes ine Pernell and William Clark
Ida Brown and Harry Wright, Geraldi
Clark and Elijah Childress, Betty Jon
Coleman and Tyler Spikes.

FEMALE
Erma J. Steen, popular coed of
San Antonio, highlights the campus
this month. Erma is a junior majoring in physical education and
minoring in health education. Before coming to Prairie View she
attended the St. Phillips Junior College of San Antonio.
Erma is the captain of the girls'
basketball team, a member of the
Physical Education Club and the
PV-San Antonio Club. Her hobbies
include reading, dancing and listening to music.
When she graduates, Erma plans
to teach physical education in 'some
high school' and coach a girls' basketball team.
gregational Church. His new program, which will include the construction of a children's village for
orphans, will be under the sponsorship of the Pestalozzi Foundation.

SECRETARY SAYS CO-OPS
HIT COST-PRICE SQUEEZE
"Farmer Cooperatives are hitting
the cost-price squeeze from two directions," said Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson in an
address last week before the annual meeting of the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives in Chica~o.
Continuing, the Secretary added,
"Cooperative marketing can bring
better prices, while cooperative
buying often reduces costs." The
real test of a cooperative he said,
is the contribution it makes to a
better standard of living for its
individual farmer members.
AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT
CO NTL "UED DOW 1
Farm
li::!y..- .....
1
downward trend in 1954, showing
decline of 129,000 over the previous
year, reports the U. S. Department
of Agriculture.
S i n c e 1951, farm employment
throughout the nation has decreased
from 8,985,000 to 8,461,000 or by
about fi\'e percent. In the South,
where Negro farm people make up
a large proportion of the agricultural labor force, the decline in employment has totaled 333,000, or
nearly eight percent since 1951.
COTI'ON PICKING RATES
DOWN IN '54 FOR 2ND YEAR
IN ROW, REPORTS USDA
Cotton picking rates dropped
again last year for second consecutive year since they reached an alltime average peak of $3.05 per 100
pounds in 1952, the U. S. Department of Agriculture reports.
• The average nation-wide rate for
hand picking in 1954 was $'2.70 per
100 pounds. This was 10 cents less
than the 1953 rate. Lowest rates
last year were paid in New Mexico, Alabama, and South Carolina.
In these States, the rates ranged
from $2.35 to $2.45 per 100 pounds,
Highest rates, ranging from $3.10
up to $3.45, were paid in Missouri,
•orth Carolina, and Arizona. In the
1930's, the average U. S. rate for
hand picking was noly 62 cents per
100.

COTTON YIELD ALMOST
TRIPLED DURING PAST
88-YEAR PERIOD
Cotton yield in the United States
has risen from 121.5 pounds per
acre in 1866 to 339 pounds in 1954,
reports the lJ. S. Department of
Agriculture.
While the U. S. average last year
was 339 pounds per acre, in the
Charlie Brackins, West - California, Arizona, and
Cannon, Ida New Mexico-it rose to 830 pounds
Narvella and, in the Delta-Missouri, Arkansas, Tenessee, Mississippi, and Lou. ana,-to 397 pounds per acre.
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uckie Hall Opens
Yule Season

WAJT.'! -USE M'I
WILDROOT CREAMOIL, WHICH KEEPS
HAIR NEAT-AND
-slGH,~·NATURAL!!-

T'STHEFR,
:EALS l'M
OMANTIC

Thursday night, December 2, 1964,
he annual Christmas program for
Women's Meeting was presented by
Luckie Hall with Mrs. Alber~a Brady as sponsor.
Christmas carols were sung and
stories pertaining to Christmas were
related.
GOr MESSY HAIR? CXNT GET M.~GET Wll.OROOTCREAM-OIL,0WruE! .

Regalia For The Royal Affair
FOR THE LADIES
The occasion: Pomp and Ceremony.
The aim of the Ladies: to dress for
the occasion.
Saturday night, February 12,
marks an occasion for the ladies to
really shine as they pay tribute to
the queen. Those lovely full formals
can now be prepared for an appearance at the Coronation, an affair
that demands of each participant,
beauty, charm and queenliness.
Whether you are a member of the
queen's court or not does not exclude
you from the donning of your formal
attire. Long or shot formals are the
expected attire of each lady who attends the affair. Let there be no
confusion in your mind as to whether a long formal is in order-long
formals will possibly always be the
thing for strictly formal occasions
such as the coronation. The important thing to remember is to look as
pretty as possible in your Jong or
short formal. But be sure to go
formal!
To be sure your escort is "on his
toes," read "For Men Only."

FOR MEN ONLY
By Booker Hogan, Jr.
On the night of February 12, 1955,
the student body. will put away all
sport clothes, the Brown, Grey, Tan,
and the like, and take out the "tails"
and tuxedos to be properly dressed
for paying homage to a queen"Miss Prairie View." The occasion
will be the CORONATION BALL.
This gala affair is FORMAL.
(And there's nothing new about this
formality. Examine history, and
every coronation always required
formal attire, or special attire of
some kind).
No one improperly dressed will be
admitted. It is well known that in

cultural places, blue suits with string
ties and white shirts are not formal
or semi-formal. However, concessions will be made for dark blue or
black suits with bow ties (either
black or maroon), because of the
expense involved.
All gentlemen are expected, as is
prope1·ly done, to provide their
guests with a corsage.
There are those of the Prairie
View family who have permitted
themselves to fall into the rut of
wearing various-colored suits, white
coats and weskits to formal and
semi-formal affairs. No one, of
course, will be guilty of this grave
social error on February 12.
In short, men, let's look like kings
when we go to the Ball to pay homage to our "Queen."

Among the highlights of the program was a number done in pantomime by a group of girls representing Santa's "Helpers"; a reading,
"The Origin of Christmas Carols"
by Bettye Strong; and a solo, "White
Christmas," by Delores Jones.

Debate Group
Gets Underway

The prairie View Forensic Society,
A Santa Claus and a Christmas
composed of all persons interested
in the art of oratory, is now well tree, perhaps the first on the camunder way to another victorious sea- pus during the season, were a part
son.
of the stage decoration.
The topic, Resolved: That the
United States Should Extend Diplomatic Recognition to Red China, is
one that should prove interesting
and, opviously, very informative.
The Society, headed by Yvonne
Ransom, has begun this year with
the sort of determination and exuberance that is sure to make for a
winning team. Debate coaches are

Immediately following the program, an interesting and informative talk was made by Dean R. L.
Bland Evans.
Mrs. Georgia B. Levy, Dr. Jewel
Prestage, Mr. Charles D. Churchwell, Mr. H.J. Brown, and Dr. E. M.
Lewis.

1UCKV 1>~001>1iS ! lOAl>S 01= 'EM !
WHAT'S THIS?

For 501ution see paragraph below.

Alexander Hall
_News
The occupants of Alexander Hall,
approximately 300 in number, returned from the holidays with a
spirit which indicated that each had
had a very Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.
Prior to leaving for the holidays
this cooperative group of young men
took time to decorate their dormitry. Everyone willingly contributed
his share of work in order to make
Alexander Hall one of the most
beautifully decorated dormitories on
the campus, both inside and out.
Acting on the philosophy that "it
is better to give than to receive,"
the Alexander Hall Club, of which
Loston Harris is president, presented to President E. B. Evans and to
Dean of Men, H. E. Fuller, Christmas gifts.
The change of semesters will simultaneously constitute a favorable
change in the living conditions in
Alexander Hall. The new addition,
which has been under construction
for several months is now completed
with accommodation for approximately 250 occupants. Presently
there are four persons in each of
the 83 rooms. During the change of
semesters one person from each
room will move into the new addition, thus leaving three occupants in
each room as it has been in the past.

STUDENTS!

0
AERIAL VIEW OP
MARSHMALLOW ROAST

Lucky Droodles* are pouring in! _Where are yours?
We pay $25 for all we use,
and for many we don't use.

0

So send every original
Droodle in your noodle,
with its descriptive title, to

RABBIT WATCHING
BASEBALL GAME
THROUGH KNOTHOLES

Jim De Haas
Michigan State College

Ann Antine
C.C.N.Y.

BOI's And GOB's
Hold Joint Meeting
The Barons and KOB's held their
first joint meeting for the New
Year January 15, in the game room
of the recreation center with Henry
Huckaby, v. p. of the Barons, presiding.
Plans were discussed for the annual spring formal to be held in the
gym if possible this year because of
the growth of the clubs.
Gifts were exchanged by the
members and other business was
discussed. Resolutions were made by
the members to make the organizations more active and useful the
coming semester.
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EX-SHERIFF'S BADGE

Norris Edgerton
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

ROMAN FIGURE SKATER

Michael &oles
U.C.L.A.

Lucky Droodle, P.O. Box
67, New York 46, N. Y .
•DROODLES, Copyrl&"ht 1953
by

@A,T,Co.

PROUUCT OF

e;,.

. rrs 10As:rED
-lo tasle l,ef/er •
O

,

STUDENTS ARE ECSTATIC about Luckies. That's the word,
straight from the latest, largest college survey ever. Again,
the No. 1 reason Luckies lead in colleges over all other
brands, coast to coast - border to border: Luckies taste
better. They taste better, first of all, because Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is toastf!d to taste
better. This famous Lucky Strike process tones up Luckies'
light, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better.
So be smart, like the student in the Droodle above, titled:
Lucky smoker swinging in hammock. Swing to Luckies yourself. Enjoy the better-tasting cigarette ... Lucky Strike.

Bettei taste 1.uckies... WCIIES TASTE
<:':'o

Roa-er Price

CIGARE

~~J~

BERER ...Cbe1t rnedte1t ~omkeJt!
I

I

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTEI
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Letters To · The Editor

SOMETHING
MISSING?

·Editorials

Yokohama T C Depot 8001st AU in that position until the PEPTOK
(Phillipine Expeditionary Force to
APO San Francisco, Calif.
(Editor's Note: The following
Korea)
Battalion took over our po1 January, 1955
reprint was taken from th
sition and we reverted to the DiHOUSTON POST, Wednesday Dear Friends:
visions blocking position.
January 5, 1955. To us, t
I realize that I have neglected so
In July I flew to Tokyo for seven
For approximately five years, there has been in existence on this
"whole works" did not appear. o many of my friends that I am tak- days R&R (rest and recreation).
~ampus, an organization known as the Student Welfare Committee. This
you agree?)
ing this means to resume corres- It's surpnsmg w ha t c a n be
bodv consi ting of administrative fficials, faculty members and student
pondence and to start the NEW crammed into just seven days.
rep;·;:;entatives, exists for the pm·pose of handling problems in the interest
REPORT CARD-In
YEAR right.
In September I received an intraof Prairie View students; in othe words, it exists as a primary organ
As I'm sure most of you know, theatre transfer and was flown out
·within the institution itself, to serve toward making a greater Prairie been wondering
bloom off the bowl games b
J left the States (Seattle) on 13 j of Seoul on the 29th for new duty
View College.
poor matching of teams,
November, 1953, aboard the USNS in Japan. While drifting through
It i:; in this light that students of the college see the committee.
whipped up a list of the
Fredric Funston for the Far East. the replacement stream, I was
The question now arises as to whether the committee is fulfilling the
works, and we now offer it
We traveled t~e southern ro~te pulled out at Camp Yokohama to
obligation and if not, why not?
comment of any kind:
north of Hawan and south of Mid- assist in planning building and opThe prnhlems of a Prairie View student are innumerable, as is true
Burley Bowl, Mineral Bor_l, Poof the average college student. The consideration of these problems should tato Bowl, Orange Blossom Classic wr.y, arriving at Yokohama, Japan, crating a two day Carnival in supon '29 November. I spent several port of a Consolidated Fund Cambe done in a democratic, critical and serious manner, regardless of the Bowl, Refrigerator Bow
Elks
source from which it comes or the degree of intensity that it exhibits. A Bowl, Cigar Bowl, Poinsettia Bowl, days at Camp Drake, just outside raign that was underway at the
Student Council should be ever aware of situations needing attention; Senior Bowl, Tangerine Bowl, Sal- of Tokyo, as a Casual until ar- time. When the Carnival was over
however, awareness plus capability of handling said situations are the ad Bowl, Sun Bowl, Orang¢ Bowl, rangements were complete; then I was finally assigned to the
traveled by train to Sasebo Re- Transportation Corps' Far East
traits that are expected of a governing body. Otherwise, why have a welCotton Bowl, Sugar Bowl
Rose placement Center (now closed a s depot located here in the city of
fare group at all? Why not let problems solve themselves, as seems to be
Bowl, and Gator Bowl.
such) on Japan's southern island, Yokohama, which is adjacent to
the method used of late?
Kyushu. I spent several days there the south Tokyo. For once I'm
-----0----This factor must also be considered-the Student Welfare Committee
I
also, drawing winter field clothing, learning something new and differexists for the students, but it must have action, indirectly, by and from the
NEED 3-6 OR BETTER
etc., before boarding a ship for ent in the Army.
students. Let it not be felt that the entire fault lies with the body, for if a
To qualify for class offices, Most Pusan, Korea.
I decided to visit my sister, Jugroup decides o overlook its own problems and find petty excuses suffiI don't think that I was actually ette, in New Delhi for the 1954,
cient to compensate for its passiveness, what can be expected of a repre- Representative Boy or Girl, Student
Council, and the May Court, one prepared mentally for what I found Yuletide Holidays. Her husband is
sentative group drawn from its realms?
Perhaps you feel you're being an active citizen when you miss class must have an average of 3.6 or in Korea. It is hardly possible to Supervisor of FOA's Community
meetings, cut dean's meetings, and shun every opportunity to exert those better including all subjects and completely prepare any individual Development Project in India. After
pent-up gripes you declare to have.
not more than two "Gs" in con- :for that war torn peninsula, as it satisfying the red tape involved, I
Now is the time for this situation-recognizable as wholesale neglect duct, based on the grades of the was then and as it is now, even left Tokyo on 16 December. That
or evasion-to be erradicated, preferably, or remedied at any rate. Now preceeding sen1ester, Mr. Ernest taking into consideration the mag- night I spent in Manila, leaving
is the time for the students of Prairie View to take on an adult responsi- Mills announced this week. Summer nificent work done by the Armed the next morning for Saigon, Indobility and to exercise in the open, those rights that are forever being enum- school grades are not considered.
F o r c e s Assistance to Korea china
a n d Bangkok, Thailand
erated behinrl the walls of the dormitory.
TO QUALIFY FOR the :Most (AFAK) program and FOA.
J (Siam). We had another stop over
In order that a committee, such as the Student Welfare Committee, ropular Doy or Girl one must have
I moved through the replacement there so I visited Bangkok's Interperforms its duties in a manner that is exemplary of intelligent, inde- an average of C (2.6) or better in-' stream and _was fi~ally assigned nati~nal Fair, which was n:ost edpendent and alert citizens, it is absolutely necessary to have full coopera- cluding all subjects and not more as Commandmg Officer Company ucational. The next mormng we
tic>n and active support from the body for which it exists.
than two "G"s in conduct, based K, 17th Infantry on 22 December, . ilew over Burma, had a short stop
Without some action, our Student Welfare Council exists as a nominal on the grades of the preceding se- '53. (Around the middle of '54 we I over at Calcutta and finally that
organization, only, whose function it is "to assuage nothing"! !
meste1·. Summer school grades are had assigned to us a Captain from evening landed in New Delhi. The
not considered.
X Corps that had just been de- two weeks that I spent there were
To qualify for Cheer Leader one activated on Koreas east coast.) I I so wonderful and enlightening that
must main.tain an average of (3.6) know that I need not mention that I wouldn't trade them for any periThink back over a short period of for final examinations-staying up with not more than two "G's inn it was extremely cold in Korea od in my life. I was fortunate in
about two weeks. Somewhere along until at least two o'clock in the AM conduct, based on his entire record duringAhat time of year. Korea that my visit to Delhi coincided
experiences the two extremes, ex- with Marshall Tito's visit there.
the way some r!rastic mistakes have "reviewing" your notes. But some- at Lamar.
been made. It's a little difficult, thing went wrong.
-----"0----treme cold in winter and extreme I The climax of my trip, however,
however, to sec whe1·e the trouble
Don't puzzle yourself any longer.
heat in summer with a raining sea- I was a one day visit..ill Agu,_ Inftia,._
_ _ Jifs __ "ause _vo•J.'VP c~n,tawJy- fitw.'l," ;,i don't have to st,e your grades EDUC TIO•. AL son thrown in to add insult to in- , seeing and photographing the Taj
(Continued from Page 2)
jury.
Mahal, one of the Seven Wonders
your part.
Ito know that you've failed. And you
You started a full week in ad- should know the reason for your to the achievement of these goals;
I remained with the 17th Infan- 1 of the World. I returned over the
vance, carefully preparing a "cram" failure. It's really very simple, you progress to date and deficit fea- try during my entire tour in Korea. I ~ame route in time to spend New
schedule especially designed to give tried to do a semester's work in one tures of the program. Visitors will All except the last month was Year's Day in Japan.
"ample" study to each suhject; you week and its quite obvious that "if have an opportunity to raise ques- ~erved with Company K. In March
This brings you up to date on
assembled your notes, some of which it hasn't been done in seventeen, it tions and contribute in other ways our Division (7th) relieved the 25th what has been happening to me.
looked rather unfamiliar; !'-till you can't he done in one."
to the discussion. Dr. W. R. Banks, Division on line at night in the Now let we know what you have
supposed they were yours and used
Perennially, the end-of-the-semes- President Emeritus, will lead the vicinity of Old Baldy, a famous, been doing with your life for the
them; you madr a special effo1t to tcr "rat race" has been run by those question session.
much fought over hill. In fact, rast year. Just address your letattend each class during that last who felt that regular classwork was
Educational exhibits prepared by Company K straddled the DMZ ters to:
week, overcoming C\'ery ure:e to cut all "cheese" and college life, all various departments of the college (Damiliterized Zone) directly in
1st Lt. Georg<t R. Hovey Johnson
classes; you unfolded that course "cheesecake."
will be on display. It is in this front of Old Baldy.
06511, Yokohama T C Depot
outline that you received on the first
We who would be academically way that the whole college partici0 u r Battalion later changed I
AU, APO 503, San Francisco,
day of the cour!'-e because the time true to ourselves must begin by not pates. There si not a single depart- places with the 2nd Battalion of the j
Calif.
had come to do some of that rearl- being false with ourselves.
ment which does not contribute in 17th so that we could undergo a
With best wishes for a most
ing; you were then ready to prepa1·e
Let's face it-the end of the se- some way to the improvement of Battalion test given in June. Upon HAPPY and PROSPEROUS New
mester "rat race" is but a sure indi- community life in all sections of the completion of the test, we received II Year, I remain
As seen in "THE PANTHER cation that we feel ourselves "caught state. What these services are, and the highest rating of any Battalion
Sincerely.
in the F-shaped trap."
CUR" for .January 14, 1955
P. S. Because of the time conhow they can be obtained is the m the Regiment. We then switched
... Jan. 17-21
Final Exams I How long will we continue to run?
subject of countless informational places on line with the 1st Batta- suming preparations for my trip, I
Jan. 18
Praye :\leeting ... j I So long as final exams must be givmaterials made available to the lion of the 31st Infantry so they didn't send one Christmas card this
- - -- - - - -- - - - - -en and final grades assessed.
could take the test. We remained year.
visiting public.
Loc·al faculty personnel in charge
of arrangements include members I
Published nionthly in the interest of a Greater Prairie View A. & M. of the college resetrch committee I
C6llege. The PA1 'THER serves as the voice of the Students of Panther- which has George R. Woolfolk as 1
chairman and 0. J. Thomas, gen- I
land.
era! chairman of the conference
preparations. T. R. Solomon, Dean
By W. L. CASH, JR.
A ME. lBER OF THE I1'TERCOLLEGIATE PRESS
impulses are? Most of us have actwill
have
charge
of
1
"To
th·
Editor-in-Chief
Lois E. Platt of Student Life,
.
.
.
me own se If be t rue, an d ed artificially for so long, trimming
_ Associ:,te Editor
(To be elected) the coun~eh_ng session for public it must follow, as the night the our conduct to suit our real desires.
l\"ews Editors
Doris F. Malone, Marie Johnson, Margaret school prmcipals and college fresh- day, thou canst not then be false Unless you are a really warped perCarreathers, Doris Freeman, Ella M James, Booker Hogan, Jr., Fred men.
son, here are some of your honest
_____
to any man."
Shakespeare.
D. Choice, Loretta Young, Mary Whittaker
O
The above is one of the simplest reactions.
Fashion Editor
For example, you do not really
Rose M. Bennett WELCO;\IEI creeds for a fine, free way of life
Sports Fditor
S. A. Anderson
(Continued from Page 1)
j that has ever been formulated, yet want to lie. Lies spring from fear.
Bus;ness • far av.er
Adolph Hauntz ginnin" of the second semester is it is one of the most difficult to You learned to lie because you were
Photograp"ler
afraid someone would hurt you or
Herbert
·
pi·act1·ce .
•
•
_
• •
• DeRouen P1ore d'ff'
1 1cu 1t th an a t th e openmg
Typists
Fred Choice, Jimmy Lee Phillip, Dons Freeman, 1 of sc1100 m
. S ep t em b er.
Wh a t d oes 1·t mean ?. It means t o get the best of you. But you don't
1
Earnie Lee Flower·
(T b
t d)
This seems reasonable in view of he true to yourself, your real life. naturally want to be a liar. You
Circulation :Manager
I
A~ hse;c et the fact that four and a half Not true to the artificial self that feel infinitely cleaner and braver
Lay-out Editor
O
P Cl aun z • months of getting into "the swing • other people and varied circum- when you are telling the truth.
Cartoonist . .
,James
·
d upon
You don't really want to hurt
. N. hemons of things" has already passed.
.- t ances of J'f
i e h ave impose
Feature Editors
Lois Perkins, B obb1e 1c o1son,
·
:myone. We become cruel partly
~ev•
~tudents
need
have
no
great
you.
Not
true
to
the
shell
you
have
Booker Hogan, Jimmy Lee Phillip
1
! problems, however, as long as old imposed on yourself by years of from fear - often because we want
Genrral :'ll ·.naff"l'
A . C___
. Al
exan der students are around.
• d'ice, 1one1·mess, f ear, restramt,
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:__:.:.:._:
:.:.::.:.:..::.:.:.:.::..:.::
preJu
to gain a little power which we
'I\ATIO.·, L ADYERTii::L'G REPRESE. TATI\'E
"A little helpfullness goes a long ?espair, anger or anxiety. It means :'eel we lack. So we go about gainNational Arlverti~in~ Servi,·e
way" in smoothing difficulties and be true to the real self that has ing power ruthlessly. But primarily
4!?0 • fadfron Avenue, • iew York 17, _•. Y.
soothing tired, tense "greenhorns". persisted underneath in spite of. all we do not want to hurt anyone.
.
I Prairie View students have long outward pressure . . . true to 1m- Hurting belongs to beasts and menAny news 1t"m~ or matters o~ interest to the _P~NTHER may he I been known for their cooperative rulses that are your natural, honest ta11y dented people.
Nor do you really want to boa st
pr.esented to ~he Office of lnformat1on, 201 Adm. Bmldmg, or the Office spirit. Now it the time to give evi- expression.
uf th e PAN 1 HER-B-6 Adm. Building-Phone 167.
dence of it.
Do you know what your natural
Continued on Page 8)
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Exe Development

WOMEN!!!
You Can Earn As Much As
$2.00 Per Hour As Full Or
Part-Time AVON Preparation
Representative.
WriteMrs. R. L. Springfield
2214 Lou Ellen Lane
Houston 18, Texas

Co~se To Be Held

Medical Schools
Recommend May
Admission Test

Five

National YMCAYWCA Student
Assembly Backs WUS

COLlEGE
STATION, Texas,
One thousand delegates to the rePrinceton, N.J., January 17-CanJan. -{Spl)-Top executives of didates for admission to medical cent meeting of the National StuTexas nd southwestern business school in the fall of 1956 are advised dent Assembly of the YMCA and
and ind strial firms will meet at to- take the Medical College Admis- YWCA voted unanimously to reafsion Test in i\fay, it was announced
Texas A and M. College Jan. 30firm sponsorship of World Univertoday by Educational Testing ServFeb. 19, for the third annual Ex- ice, which prepares and administers sity Service. The Assembly called
ecutive levelopment Course spon- the test for the Association of upon local Christian Associations
American Medical Colleges. These and campus branches of the YMCA
sored by :he college.
.......... ,., '"'"'
Some c the executives will be tests, 1·equired of applicants by al- and YWCA to assume responsibility
most every medical college through"visiting professors," others will
for WUS fund-raising efforts, in
out the country, will be given twice
come as students. Originally set
during the current calendar year. cooperation with the other • WUS
A fellowship at the Free Univer- up for olly 25 students, demand Candidates taking the May test, how- sponsoring agencies.
sity of Berlin and an International this year aused an expansion to a ever, will be able to furnish scores
The National Student Assembly
Opportunities for foreign study
class of 3~
to institutions in ealry fall, when was held at the University of Kanin fifteen countries are listed in House award at the University of
Viciting faculty members will many medical colleges begin the seKiel are among the grants for
Foreign Study Grants, 1955-56, German study open to American conduct cotrses of study divided lection of their next entering class. sas, Lawrence, Kansas, between December 27, 1954, and January 2,
pamphlet published today by the In- students during 1955-56. These and into four mLj9r categories-adminCandidates may take the MCAT
stitute of International Education, other oportunities for graduate istrative pnepces, accounting and
1955. It meets once every four years
on Saturday, May _7, 1955, or on Mon1 East 67th Street, New York City. study in Germany were announced finance, ma keting and manage- day, October 31, 1955, at administra- to determine the major policies of
Study awards at the University
ment and e ployee selection and tions to be held at more than 800 the movement.
0
of Ceylon, the University of Teh- ~.:~~::~ ofb~he ~::::!~e 0
The endorsement of World Univerdevelopment.
local centers in all parts of the
erarr in Iran, and the Free Univer- national Education, 1 East 67th
Students i . the course will be country. The Association of Ameri- sity Service, which has maintained a
sity of Berlin are described, as well Street, New York City.
executives fr,m a selected group can Medical Colleges recommends close alliance with the student YMas other awards administered by
The Free University of Berlin of- of Texas anc southwestern firms, that candidates for admission to CA and YWCA since its formation
the Institute. Universities, private fers two awards which include tu- who have beei nominated by their classes starting in the fall of 1956 in 1937, was based on the conviction
groups, and governments in Europe, •
of the delegates that:
Asia, and Latin America have of- ition and a small stipend plus lodg- organizations in order to attend take the May test.
"Through further cooperative
ing at the student house.
the three-weEks course.
The MC,-\T consists of test of genfered fellowships to American stuThe Haus Welt-Club or InternaThe Exe c1 ti v e Development eral scholastic ability, a test on un- effort to meet the need of a world
d en ts f or th e 1955 - 56 academic
starving for mutual understandyear. More detailed information on tional House of the University of Course was de;igned at the request derstanding of modern society, and
Kiel offers a tuition and mainten- of a number o. business and indus- and achievement test in science. Ac- ing, we as university students can
these grants is available from the
come to a fuller realization of our
offices of the Institute.
ance fellowship in the field of ec- trial leaders cf the Southwest, to cordiug to ETS, no special preparaonomics, political science, or so- meet the need for developing broad tion other than a review of science responsibility to ourselves, the
Earliest deadlines for applica- ciology. The award is for research
nation, and the world."
views of the ripidly expanding and subjects is necessary. All questions
tions are January 15 for the two work at the University's Institute
In addition to calling upon stuchanging south.vestern economy. It are of the objective type.
awards at the University of Ceyln of World Economics.
dents
to support WUS campus fund
Application
forms
and
a
Bulletin
is aimed at ep.couraging men aland January 22 for advanced study
The
Deutscher
Akademischer ready holding '<ey positions to see of Information, which gives details drives, the Assembly asked local Asin Brazil. Closing dates of other Austauschdienst offers ten fellowthe problems oi their firms as part of registration and administration, sociations particularly to interpret
competitions are in February,
·
"·
I h A
ships to be used at the universities of the entire economic pictu1·e and as well as sample questions, are and promote the work of World Uniu arc ,
pril and May.
versity Service on campuses which
General eligibility requirements and institutions of higher learning to stimulate theln in engaging on a available from pre-medical advisers
in the Federal Republic of Western continuing prog:·am of self-improve- aredirectly from Educational Testing hold a chec:t program. Local Associafor the fellowships and scholarships Germany. Candidates must be unService, 20 Nassau Street, Princeton, tions were also urged to take an acment.
designed mainly for graduate stu- married.
N. J. Completed applications must tive part in the formation of yearMajor emp!iisis is placed upon
dents, are: U. S. citizenship; proof
Other awards usually available to developing executives capable of reach the ETS office by April 23 and round campu · committees representof good academic record and capa- American students for German
October 17, respectively, for the May ative of all WUS sponsoring agencity for independent study; good study include a tuition and main- meeting any c:onditions arising in 7 and October 31 administrations.
cies.
the southwestern economy, reflectcharacter, personality, and adaptability; and good health. Ability to tenance award at the University of ing a realization that at no time in
1· --8uc
Cologne. In the past the Aachen
of ·he-eoo
requirements.
read, Wl'ite, a nd speak th e language Technische Hochschule has offered the history cf American indu try
judged
by
the
"satisfied customer"
Dr.
F.
C.
Bolton,
president-emer--of '"the-country of study is a re- a tuition and maintenance award in and business has so much public atitus of Texas A. and M. College, yardstick. :Members of the 1953
tention
been
paid
to
the
responsiquirement for most competitions.
the field of construction, mechanbilities of management and at no serYes as director for the Executive class were enthusiastic enough over
A private donor will give five
grants for study in Spain. Other ical, or electi·ical engineering; ar- time in histor has American man- Development Course. His lifetime of their training to cause them to rechitecture; or mmmg. The Baturn for a visit with the class of
countries in which awards are varian Ministry of Education and agement faced such a future of po- experience in education of engineers
Hl54.
Several of the executive facand
others
now
directing
southavailable are Austria, Brazil, Cey- Culture has offered two tuition and tential expa.1sion and development.
ulty for the first two years of the
western
industries
fits
him
particDuring tl1e three years in which
Ion, Cuba, Denmark, Great Britain, maintenance awards for six months
course will return this year to lecFrance, Germany, Iran, Italy, Mex- of study at the Universities of Mu- the course lias been given, national ularly for this type of educational
ture again in their fields.
venture.
figures as well as top Texas evecico the Netherlands, Sweden, and
•
I
Switzerland.
nich, Erlangen, or Wurzburg, or at
ut1ves, havf appeared as members
Largest number of gi·ants is of- one of the four philosophical-theo- of the fac/ilty.
fered by the French Government. logical institutes in Bavaria.
This year' faculty includes Ralph
Forty assistantships and thirty felThe competitions are open to
Delahaye
Jripublisher of Fortune
lowships are offered. February 1 men and women between the ages
magazine a d vice-president of
is the closing date for these ~f 20 and 35. Because of the housTime, In<:.,
rry L. Ellis, partner,
awards. Under the French Govern- ' m~ shortage successful candidates
Booz, Allen nd Hamilton, Chicago,
ment assistantship program Amer- will not be allowed to take deDr. Watrous rons, president of the
icans will teach English conversa- pendants with . ~hem. Candid~t~s
Federal Res ·ve Bank of Dallas,
tion classes in French secondary b~l~stt be
S. citizens. Other ehg1Ben Wooten, i:resident of the First
schools and te a ch er t rammg
• •
.ms t·1- 1 1 Y reqmrements
are:
a
bachelor's
.
National Ban~ of Dallas, J. B.
tutions. A few teaching appoint- degree by the time of departure; a
Thomas, pres.dent of the Texas
ments in French universities will good command of the German IanElectric Servce Co., Fort Worth
be made to applicants with special ~uage; a good academic record ana
and H. E. Pen·y, p1·esident of Motraining in American literature and capacity for independent study;
sher Steel Co., Houston.
some experience in college teaching. good character, personality, and
The case-st1dy type of approach
The French fellowships offer oppor- adaptibility; and good health.
tunities for study at universities
Information on the German is used in the Executive Developand other state institiutions of awards may be obtained from the ment Course. Actual and hypothetihigher learning.
Institute. Closing date for applica- cal problems from southwestern
business and industry are presented
Among the specialized grants are tion is March 1, 1955.
to students, folowing lectures by
four labor scholarships given by the
visiting execttives. The problems
Transr.tlantic Foundation for study tuition and maintenance at the EnCIGA RE TTES
are then disc"Lissed and students arin Great Britain. Open only to glish and Scottish summer school
riYe at decisio1s as to possible solucandidates from the labor union courses at the Universities of Oxtions, which zre later evaluated in
movement, three awards are given ford, Edinburgh, London, and Bir1
informal sessions.
for Ruskin College, Oxford, and one mingham. The Birmingham course
These meetings follow a business
for Coleg Harlech in Wales.
on Shakespeare and Elizibethan
Woolley Foundation awards will drama is held at Stratford-on-Avon. conference pattern, without time
be made to four candidates for the
In addition to a listing of avail- limits and wi;h ample opportunity
stud! _of art and music in Paris. able awards the Institute pamphlet for full discussions on all decisions.
A diversity of subject matter is
A lumted number of sociaf work suggests fields of study in the
~ellowships ~re avai~agle to exper- countries where awards are offered. provided for the students. This
1enced American social workers for Suggested fields are languages and year's course, for example, covers
work, study, and observation in cultures; fine and applied arts, sci- such subjects as management func~
••••.- h:w••••••••••••••·•••••.•;• ••••••••••-•.-,ok. o ,W,'\. 0 . .1
France. Succe~sful_ candidates will e~ces, ~overnment and history, so- tions and orgmization, case studies
h_ave an opp01tumty to get prac- C!al sciences, and philosophy and of an electric power company, an
tical knowledge of the various kinds theology.
oil company, the chemical industry,
of social work in France - work
The Institute of International Ed- communications, transportation
':ith delinquents, group work, pub- ucation administers exchange pro- problems in tre Southwest, analysis
True Tobacco Taste .•. Real Filtration
he welfare, medical social work, grams for public and private agen- of financial statements, the gas inand factory welfare.
cies in the U. S. and abroad. Each dustry, the c,nstruction industry,
Famous Tareyton Quality
Sum~er school opportunities in- year approximately 4,000 persons budgets and bidgetary control, acorganization,
business
clud? eight ~wards for the Un i- from 80 countries study or train counting
PRODUCTOF ~~J'~
v ers1ty of Vienn a Summer School in a country other than their own forecasting and measurements, puband several partian grants toward u nder its auspices.
lic relations and financing capital I

Foreign Study
For Americans

Study In Germany
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A Review Of The Prai e f/iew Bo wl Game
•

•

Thrills And Chills On New Year's
I

The Prairie View Panthers edged as the Panthers stuck to the ground.
the Southern University Tigers Stell picked up the pill on the 18
14-12 in the annual Prairie View and twisted and fought to the 1.
Bowl Game New Year's Day. The Price bolted into the end zone for
game was every bit as close as the the score. Brackins calmly booted
score indicated.
the extra point.
The scoreless first quarter feaAfter some stellar defensive play,
tured bruising line play, and out- the Panthers began moving again.
going senior Elijah Childers was They ground out yard after yard on
the man of the hour. Randell, Flue- the ground. Clark carried through
kus, Franklin and Wright virtually the line on a good buck to the TSU
held the team together as the backs 43. Then Payton took a pitchout
had trouble moving against a and started around right end. After
rugged T. S. U. line.
apparently being boxed in on the
T. S. U. seemed to move at will :.>idelines, he expertly reversed his
in the opening moments as the fidd through the entire TSU team
Panthers were taken by surprise. on a brilliant stop-and-go run to
A fumble recovered by Childress the end zone, leaving would-be
stopped the drive on the P. V. 40. tacklers sprawled in his wake.
The Panthers eventually had to Brackins' point was good, but nullipunt, and that's the way it went fied by an off-side penalty. Clark
throughout the first half.
broke through the line for the point
Brackins thrilled the crowd at as the PV fans went wild!
times by coming up from his deTexas Southern was still very
fensive safety position to stop end much alive, as they got off a
runs before they got started.
drive that carried to the Panther
John Payton saved the day by 24, on the passing arpi of Alex
outmaneuvering Johnny Bush to Durley. Brackins made a timely
bring him down as he was the last pass-interception in the end zone
man between him and the goal.
and raiced it out to the 18. From
Then the ling dug in and fought this point, he ran out the clock to
off a T. S. U. drive as the half end his brilliant career in victory,
ended. The Panthers got maximum
It was a fitting climax to the
yardage out of punters Price, Mary- football career of the nine graduatland and Brooks.
ing seniors. The brilliant comeTexas Southern started the sec- from-behind, never-say-die spirit
ond half with a bang. Smith re- I which they showed, should be an
turned the kickoff to the 28. Bush inspiration to P. V. teams of the
got 10 on a pitchout. Then the future. It would- have been easy to
mighty TSU Bush broke away to give up under the circumstances,
the PV 10. Only the combined speed I but the efllows refused to quit,
of Clark and Stell succeeded in · and wound up victorious. A lion's
pulling him down at the 10. It was I share of the credit goes to the
then Bush to the 4 in two tries. I great play of the Panther forward
The Panther line fought bravely be- wall.
fore Lang burst around end for the I In addition to th e
above1
c:core. Th~ important extra point j mentioned players, Clark, Brackins,
was no _good.
.
Pa~ton, _Stell, Nelson, Ed_wards,
1
Brackins' pass to Wright was i Smith, Tibbs, Campbell, Oliphant,
good for 9 and the Panthers were Brown, Jeffro, Stevenson and CoopI
on the march. This continued on er were standouts.

I

l

P. V. BASKETBALLERS SPLIT TWO
WITH PHILANDER SMITH
Clarence Ludd led the P. V. Basketeers over Philander Smith 77-71,
after the Panthers lost the first
game 75-69.
High scorer in the first game
was Johnson of Philander Smith
with 32. Though not among the
leading scorers, Gerald Baptiste
played great ball.
In the second game, Ludd scored
the first 18 points before Irvin Justice sank two on a set shot. Justice
gave the Panthers the needed shot
.in the arm as he replaced the high
scoring James Gamble who was lost
to the team because of his ineligibility. Justice returned to top form

after being sidelined with an injury the early part of the season.
The game was very close. The
Panthers led at the end of the first
quarter 22-16, with Ludd scoring 18
of the 22. The half-time score was
33-32 in favor of Prairie View.
With Justice and Ludd both hot,
the Panthers formed an unbeatable
combination.
The game ended in a 66-66 tie
as Justice sank the last two,
teamed with Ludd for the tie. In
the overtime period, the Panther's
coolness under fire was too much
for Philander Smith. The score ended 77-71.

T~<:HA11Co;;:s7

->

As a fitting Swan Song" to THE PANTHER until next September, the publications cartoonist dedi~ates the above a a symbol of the mighty Prairie View Panthers--football, basketball, track, tennis and baseball teams.

VASCILLATION IN SPORTSWRITING

Basketball Review

By S. A.
DERSON
By S. A. ANDERSON
It seems as if every section of
The Panthers h ·e enjoyed a very
(SPorts Editor)
the country with Negro colleges has
successful season o far. In contrast
How "wishy-washy" can a sports' its national champion, with the
to some of the anetnic teams of the writer be?
Southwest leading with two.
past, the Panthe have suddenly
The 1954 football season is hisLet's face it. There never has
"Come of age." fed by veteran tory now, but it might well go down been, there isn't now, and there
Center Clarence
dd the baske- in the books as one of the (pardon never will be any five football
teers show promis O bringing a the grammar) "screwiest" seasons teams in one season really worthy
winner to the hill t is'year.
ever.
of a National title.
In the pre-sea.son tournament,
This season produced no less than
No Criteria
the Panthers placqd second over five Negro National Football ChamThere is a crying need for some
such teams as Langston, Southern, pions. This, jn_ itself, is hard on the yardstick by which we may deterWiley, and Arkansa Clarence Ludd imagination; but this year, the mine the legitlmate Negro-Natt'""..+----.
was leading scorer in the tourna- sportswriters did us one better.
Champion. Time will eventually
ment with 90 point , an average of
There was a halfback on one of bring about an end to the Negro
30 points per game. Ludd was also those National Champion aggrega- All-American and the Negro Naelected to the all-tou\ament team. tions that is All-America caliber, Uona] Champion, but in the mean•
The Panthers hav scored vie- and he didn't even make honorable time, something must be done. How
tories over Texas,
uthern, and mention on the All-Southwest Con- mythical can a title be? Plenty, if
Arkansas. They have lit with Fort ference team. That halfback an- there is no criticism or some criHood, Philander Smith, and Rous- swers to the name of William teria by which to award the honor.
ton-Tillatson. They completely over- Clark.
Desk Awards?
whelmed Southwest of Dallas and _______________
It seems as if no sportswriter
Paul Quinn. Only total defeat came
.
.
.
. was able to get around to see the
from Texas Southern (87-59) and scorer, his value is measured m his top teams in action or all of them
Langston (76-79 & 76-79). Against coolness under fire and ball control. ! anyway (I unders:and that ther;
Langston Ludd led the Panther Also a very good defensive player. ! is one sportswriter who did.) So
scores in the first fame with 31,
Lorenzo J?unlap - Perhaps the I they naturally heralded the team
followed by Justice with 16. In ~ost ?ecepti:e member of the star~- 1 they saw. In the final analysis there
the second game it was Emanual 1 •ng five mamly because he doesn t were five such teams last season.
Jones and Ludd wi 24 and 23, re- look like a basketball player. He is : Rather than hurt anyone's feelspectively.
master of the set shot and doesn't , ings, a compromise was reached.
A Look at t Players
n,end a lot of time aiming. He is 1 1.'he result, five national champions.
Clarence Ludd- sily the team's also sharp at the free throw l~ne. i
Completely Overlooked
leading scorer and enter. His best
Earl Johnson - The most ~m-1 In the case of William "Tex"
shots are the layu and t ip-in. Re- proved player on the squad. Bemg Clark (a Prairie View Panther of
cently he- has sho n deadly ac- short and fast, he uses a jump shot ' course), some writers ca11ed him
curacy from furthe out. He is ex- effectively. He gets, and makes "the fastest fullback in Negro coltremely accurate at the free throw quite a few free throws. Potentially l~ge football.'' Others said he was
line and receives m ny free throws a leadi!1g sco~er.
"
.
I "the most powerful halfback in the
as the opposition as a tendency
Calvm White-The man m the game." Yet, when the All-America
to overguard him. e is also very l~a~~•" he is very accurate !rom the and All-S. W. C. honors were handagile at the backb rd.
v1C1mty of the free-thr.ow ]me. Very ed out, he was snubbed comEmanuel Jones ....J An extremely good at moving the ball.
pletely.
aggressive player id also a high . Edward Elliot-Also very much
All in all, it's quite confusing,
scorer. His best sh is a one hand improved over last year. Has lots but it can all be traced to one
jump shot from a ywhere in the of drive and determination. Also I source the sportswriters that
front court, especi ly in the free nas a good. back shot. Touls a lots : are responsible for the coverage of
throw area. A smal player (5' 7"), and gets his s?are of free throws. the various games. Each covers
he is the master of he front court
Gerald Baptiste- Though not a the teams and players in his own
rress and often scores several high scorer, he is the leveling in- 1iittle vicinity ("neck-o-the-woods,"
points before the opposition can fluence necessary to a successful if you please), with little or no
bring the ball in
st him. Very team. Also a very good man at ball , regard for what is going on in
good at the free t •ow line.
control. He has an assortment of other parts of the country.
Irving Justice-V ry good at the tricky shots ~nd passes.
As long as this state of indeciba~kb~ard. His fav ite_ shot is to
Charles Wh1tmore-:1.a~ an effec- sion in sportswriting exists, resultdnve m for a layup which accounts · hve shot from the vicmity of the 1 ing from poor coverage, the ridicufor the fact that e is often in- free throw line. Shiner on defense, Jou developments of the 1954 season
jured. He also has n effective two he is very good at distracting the I. will be repeated.
·t·
,
ha~ d push shot fr<m the corners, op~~s1 10n.
II P. V.-ites Know Who's Who
which places him J\igh among the
Alton Bennett-One of the fastest I Regardless of what the sportsscorers.
men on the team. He is a very good writers say, we on "the hill" know
I
Carmen Stewart - Freshman I defensive player. He masters the I that there can be only one National
starter to whom wi,ning is nothing I bounce pass and has fine fingertip Championship team for the 1954
new. Formerly a :riember of the control on his shots. He has a very football season - the PRAIRIE
Wheatley powerhouae, he, like Jus- fine layup shop and hits consistent- VIEW PANTHERS.
tice, immediately won a berth on up from the vicinity of the freeAnd, one won't find Prairie Viewthe varsity. Not an extremely high throw line.
ites vacillating on the point!
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$1,000.00 IN CASH PRIZES
For the Best Essay-(250 to 500 Words)
On The Subject

"How I Would Increase
the Popularity
of Cigarillos"
~

-...::::;::--.,;;:,-<::::::::::,~..--i,e:::::::=::~

RULES

I. Only bonafide students of accredited col•
leges are eligible to compete. Isl prize
$S00; 2d, $200; 3d, $100; plus fo ur $SO
prizes.

2. Essays must be accompanied by ane (1)
KINGEDWARD CIGARILLO band, or reason•
eblt facsimile thereof.

3. Only one entry accepted from each
student.
4. Contest now open. Closes April 30, 19S5.
5. Moil entry to Box 3097, Jacksonville,
Florido. Decision of judges will be final.
All entries become the property of •••

JNO. H. SWISHER & SON, INC.
Makers of King Edward Clgarillos

"You don't have to inhale to enioy a Cigarillo''
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Ike Curtails Benefits For Future G.l.'s

COLLEGE CREDIT UNION
HOLDS PUBLIC MEETING

C. C. Buehner, executive vice
president of the Better Business
Bureau of Houston, was the principal speaker at the Credit Union
organization's meeting held in the
Administration-Auditorium on January 25.
Mrs. Z. S. Coleman served as
chairman of the meeting, which also featured a report of activities
{)f the Association for the past
year.
The Federal Credit Union was
organized several years ago by employees of the institution, and has
grown tremendously over the years.
Mr. 0. J. Baker is president of
the organization.

Augusta, Ga.-President Eisen- 1· tary personnel in the Korean comhower issued an executive order on bat zone.
January 1, 1955, cutting off for
Persons who acquired eligibility
new recruits a substantial amount for these benefits on the basis of
of veterans' benefits granted after &ervice before February 1, 1955,
the outbreak of hostilities in will be able to use it subject to
Korea.
liberal time limitations specified in
The benefits withdrawn affect the law.
hospitalization and non-service conThe White House explained that
nected pensions, educational allow- the action "is in keeping with the
ances, GI loan assistance for the long established practice whereby
purchase of homes, farms and busi- the Congress has limited entitlenesses, and housing assistance.
ment to wartime veterans' benefits
Men and women now in uniform to periods of military service assowill be affected in some degree by ciated with hostilities."
the order, but James C. Hagerty,
It would not affect the rights of
White House press secretary, said peacetime servicemen to receive VA
it would apply principally to those hospitalization under certain condiwho enter the armed forces after tions, nor their rights to receive
January 31, 1955.
disability and death compensation
In addition to cutting off certain for service connected conditions at
benefits for new recruits, the order t he 80 per cent peacetime rates.
also terminates as of January 31
The Korean GI Bill provided edthe tax exemption on pay of mili- ucational and trainfog allowances

II

Seven

generally ranging up to $160.00 a
month over a maximum period of
36 months. It also gave loan assistance to farms, homes, and businesses, as well as unemployment
compensation benefits and muste?'"ing out payments of from $100.00
to $300.00.
Veterans who have acquired eligibility for such benefits on the
basis of service between June 27,
1950, and January :n, 1955, will be
able to receive them subject to
time limitations specified in the
law.
Here is how the service cutoff
date of January 31, 1955, sets up
a time-table for closing out the
various programs:
Education and training - end of
program for eligible veterans will
be January 31, 1955, or eight years
after discharge or release from act ive service, which ever is earlier.
However, veterans must start education within three rear;; after discharge or release.

FOOTBALL
(Continued from Page 1)
staff.
Curtis A. Wood, Director of Athletic Publicity, served as toastmaster during the banquet.
Made possible through subscrip~
tions and spearheaded by the Athletic Council, the annual event has
long been one of the "looked-for"
highlights of the players.
Following the banquet, the vie•
torious Panthers and their guests
danced to the music of the Prairie
View Collegians under the direction of Mr. Julius Jones.
Home, farm or business loans-program will end January 31, 1965.
Vocational rehabilitation for disabled-eligible veterans will have
until January 31, 1964, or nine
years after discharge, which ever
is earlier, to receive training. No
t.raining after that date except in
hardship cases. These will be granted an additional four years.
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Reft-..i.-..g Co. a.-..-..o-..-..ees
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Now your ca..r-a.izy- :ICD.&k:e o:r .mode.6.be...e.l'i'f;s .l.ro:IIA the i...._p.ro-ved pe:r.l'o;r:ICD.a....ce
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New Esso Extra for '55 reaches new higt;s ini
• Quick Starting
• Anti-Knock Performance
• Power
• Mileage
• Pick-up
• Clean-Burning Characteristics
••• and you profit from:
• Longer Battery Life
• Gasoline Economy
• Smoother Operation
• Fewer Repair Bills
• Better Control - Safer Driving
• Solid Satisfaction with the Performance of Your Car

J

____N_o_.

ilR. Te::x.a.s

Now - by a wider margin than ever Esso Extra for '55 is first for
performance in your car.

Fill up with Humble Esso Extra
for '55 under any Humble
sign- it's ready now,

T

The new gasoline that improves the performance of your high compression engine
-any make or model.
IIUMllf Ill & IUINIII Cl.
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PV Community
Beautification
Contest To Be
Underway
The community yard beautifi:cation contest which is sponsored by
the Prairie View Garden Club is
getting off to a good start as evidenced by the number of people
who are growing and purchasing
plants for their homes. Prizes will
be given for the best yards at the
close of the contest which is the
first week in May. For those who
desire information on plans and
planting their home grounds, contact Mr. R. L. Davis who is a professional landscape artist. General
information about the contest may
be secured by calling Mrs. O. J.
Thomas, assistant secretary and J.
M. Coruthers, President, Prairie
View Ga1·den Club.

YWCA MEETING
HELD

The Y. W. C. A. Association
Meeting was held Wednesday, January 26 in the game room of the
1·ecreation center with approximately thirty persons attending. Before
the meeting each cabinet member
meeting as their guest.
During the course of the meeting, highlights of the National Student Assembly were given by Delores Eubanks who attended the
meeting from Prairie View along
with Alexander Mason and Eily
Gordon.
Competitive singing highlighted
t he evening.
The candle light services are to
be held February 16.

BE TRUE
(Continued from Page 4)
and bully. These spring from that
same hunger for power - maybe
fear or feeling of inadequacy.
There is nothing wrong in that
hunger in itself but there is often
much wrong in how we go about
getting power. Boasters and bullies
are not pleasant people. You feel
foolish when you find yourself playing their game. Naturally, you
would like to be a quiet, fairly
modest person~ admired for your
real worth and not for your shownff tactics.
The list might go on endlessly.
But wise Shakespeare knew that,
beneath our silly, selfish surface,
we humans ..are fairly decent. He
k new th a t a norma1 man wan t s a
.
f me
ch arac t er as na t ura 11Y as h e
wants excellent food and good
<:lothes. And so he said:
"To Thine own self be true, and
it must follow, as the night the
day, thou canst not then, be false
to any man."
Now this does not sound so complicated, does it? Maybe you might
have a try at it - being true to
yourself - the next t ime you are
tempted to put on an act or that a
c1ecision has to be made.

Cartoon
Interpretation

COMPETITIONS ANNOUNCED

rell of Gill & Harrell, Dallas, TexaS,
architect and teacher, currently as•
sociated with Harrison & Abramo•
vitz on Republic National Bank
Building in Dalls; John C. B. Moore
y k,
of Moore & Hutchins, New or
cbitee
who is author, critic in ar
•
·tute of
tural design, American InStl .
f
Architects Fellow and Cheva11er o
Sub~b; B, Intermediate Grade-- the Legion of Honor. Isadore Ros·
A Little Theatre; Class C, Elemen- enfield of New York, architect and
tary Grade-Small College Infirm- I hospital consultant, lecturer, aut~or
ary, and Whitney Warren Prize and recipient of many prizes in in•
Competition a three day problem tc,rnational hospital planning com•
petitions.
for the design of "A Veterinary
t
The programs are being sent o
Hospital."
all the Schools of Architecture and
The authors for the above pro- Colleges in the United States for
grams respectively are: John Well- distribution to their students. The
born Root of Holabird, Root and design solutions mus t be completed
·
Burgee of Chicago, Illinois; recipi- in any five consecutive
week 8 be•
rnt of the American Institute of fore May 1. The Whitney Warren
Architects and Architectural Prize competition must be completLeague Gold Medals and various ed in the three day period Februoth er a war d s; George F os t er H ar- ..~ry 11 to 14. Cash prizes for the
best colutions have been made
available by the Tile Council of
Aust in, Texas at the University, chairman of the Discipline Com- America, the Kenneth M. Mureh'1of Texas . . . Methods of insuring mittee.
son Fund, the Architectural Reescholastic honesty on the part of
It warns faculty m embers of ord and an anonymous donor in
students during coming exams are chea ting devices used in the past, memory ·of Whitney Warren, an
outlined in a letter to the faculty in<:lud ing crib noted, duplicate blue architect of prominence and a
distributed by Arno Nowotny, dean books, and stealing of exam ques- founder of the Beaux-Arts Instiof student life, and F. J. Adams, tion s and completed exams.
tu te of Design.
The following letter received recognition as the winning interpretation in the PANTHER Cartoon Interpretation Conte st :
Dear Sirs:
In the December edition of the
PANTHER the cartoon submitted
for interpretation drew my attention. This is my interpretation of
the cartoon as I understand it.
The fellow calls for the girl in
blue Jeans, t-shirt a nd a baseball
cap. The girl is dressed to go dancing, and therefore, she makes the
t t
t "A
,
s a emen ,
re you sure we re going t o the same place?" This indicates that one should make clear
where a nd what one is going to
do on a date, so both persons will
be dressed for the occasion.
A. Leslye Alexander
To Miss Alexander goes the
PA. -THER cash prize and the con.
gra t u1a t 10ns
of th e St a ff .

The Beaux-Arts Institute of Dedgn announces the issuing of its
competition for the Spring Term
Architectural students at three
grade levels, elementary, intermediate, and advanced. The subjects
are: Class A, Advanced DesignA Corporation's Headquarters in a

&
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POLIO TRUE OR
FALSE QUIZ_
1. The March of Dimes will help

American students who need financial aid if they are stricken
with polio while visiting or living in a. foreign country.
2. Nations with the best sanitary
systems have the highest rate of
polio.
3. Families must "pay back" money
given them for polio care by the
March of Dimes.
4. The polio vaccine now being
evaluated will be for children only;
not for adults.
5. The ratio of polio patients over
19 has nearly doubled in the
United States in the past decade.
(1. True, 2. True, 3. False, 4. False,
5. True)
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Janet Blair, Actress: ·•1 have the fullest confi•
dence in L&M's Miracle Tip ... and L&Ms taste
so good, I made them my regular cigarette."

----0-------

Campus Calendar
Feb. 3
Women's Meeting
Feb. 4-5 ... ........ .. Basketball Game
P. V. vs Southern University
Feb. 5 ..... .... .
............. . Movie
Feb. 6 . ..
... Religious Activities
Feb. 7 SAE, NFA, NHA Meetings
Feb. 8 ... .. . ...... ... Prayer Meeting
F eb. 9 .. .. . .... . YMCA Meeting
F eb. 11-12 ...... Basketball Games
PV vs Southern University
Feb 12 ..
.... .... .. ... ..... Coronation
Feb. 13 .... .. .. .. . Relgiious Activities
Feb. 14 Student Welfare Meeting
Feb. 15 .. .. ... .. . . Prayer Meeting
Feb. 16 ..... . ...... . . YWCA Meeting
Feb. 17 . ..
Class Meetings
Feb. 18-19 ......... Basketball Games
PV vs Arkansas State (there)
Feb. 18-19 ........... A & B Basketball
Tournament
Feb. 20 ......... Religious Activities
Feb. 21 .. ... ...... Mid-Winter Sports
Carnival
Feb. 21 . ... ... .. ...... ... Men's Meeting
Feb. 22 ..... .. .. .. .. ... Prayer Meeting
Feb. 23 ........... YMCA Meeting
Feb. 25-26 AA and AAA Basketball
Tournament
Feb. 27 .... ....... Religious Activities
Feb. 28 Student Welfare Meeting
Feb. 28-March 3 .... Post Graduate
Medical Assembly

John Robert Powers, Creator of the Powers
Girls: "I think L&M's filter is far superior to
the others. Great smoke .•. wonderful flavor."

Jruntfr (JutFROM AIL THE REST!
STANDS OUT FOR. FLAVOR. The pure, white Miracle Tip draws
easy, lets you enjoy all the taste.

Patricia Morison, Musical Comedy Star: "I
~ L&M Filters. Never dreamed a filter cigarette could filter so thoroughly, yet~ so good!"

STANDS OUT FOR EFFECTIVE FILTRATION. No filter compares
with L&M's Miracle Tip for quality or effectivenesa.
STANDS OUT FOR HIGHEST QUALITY TOBACCOS, low nicoam.
tobaccos, L&M tobaccos ••• Light and Mild.
MUCH MORE FLAVOR -

MUCH LESS NICOTINE

Americas B0st Filter Cigarette!
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